CHAPTER 1
PREFACE
Subsequent to the formation of the
Maharashtra State, the First Irrigation
Commission had been constituted in 1960
under the Chairmanship of late S. G. Barve
for undertaking study of various issues
pertinent to irrigation development and
suggesting long term policy of irrigation
vis-a-vis the working methodology. The
Commission reported to the Government
in 1962. The planning of water and
irrigation during the last 35-36 years is
being pursued in consonance with the
recommendations
it
offered.
The
Commission had made around 200
recommendations which among others
include the availability of surface water in
major basins of the State, its use, planning
of irrigation projects, development of
irrigation area, financial aspects of
irrigation, irrigation water distribution
system etc. Most of the recommendations
were accepted in full and few partly, and
implementation has been underway
accordingly.
2.
Enormous growth in population
during the intervening period, changing
standard of living and the industrialisation
have led to increase the overall demand for
water. Water for domestic consumption,
industrial use and hydroelectric generation
is required to be reserved. The all-out
demand for water had made it imperative
to prioritise requirements for diverse
purposes such as domestic use, irrigation,
industrialisation
etc.
Health
and
environment-consciousness have led to
heightened expectations about the quality
of water and attested its importance in the
water management. Growing awareness
regarding development of various regions
of Maharashtra vis-a-vis issues pertinent to
imbalance and backlog in development,
relentless and uncontrolled draft of
groundwater increased with the pace of
development, pollution of water sources as
a result of municipal and industrial use

culminating into pollution of both surface
and sub-surface reservoirs are some of the
newly emerging issues which are assuming
a serious proportion rendering the
management
of
water
resources
development increasingly difficult and
complex.
3.
Based on this premise and in view
of the changed scenario, the Government
of
Maharashtra
constituted
the
MAHARASHTRA
SECOND
IRRIGATION
COMMISSION
in
December 1995 (Appendix - 1) in order to
undertake an uptodate study of issues
pertinent to irrigation and water resources
development in the State and to report the
Government. The transactions of the
Commission commenced formally in
January 1996. The Commission’s Office
was then opened at Aurangabad in the
Water and Land Management Institute
(WALMI) premises. The deliberations
held in the Commission in pursuance of
guidance offered by the then Honourable
Chief Minister Shri Manoharrao Joshi in
his inaugural speech and also that by the
then Honourable Irrigation Minister Shri
Mahadeorao Shivankar (in his capacity as
the Convenor of the Commission) through
the prolonged discussions he had had with
the Commission in its beginning meet,
when considered in conjunction with the
Commission’s formal Terms of Reference
(TOR) revealed that the different parts of
Maharashtra are finding difficult to
reconcile the growing need of irrigation in
the State with the increasing requirement
of rural & urban water supply and that of
industrialisation. It is therefore, considered
essential to go in for an integrated
consideration of all - irrigation, rural &
urban water supply and water for industrial
needs - in the context of water that is
grossly available instead of viewing
through an isolated consideration of
irrigation management alone. It was
appreciated that the name of the
Commission be changed to ‘Maharashtra
Water and Irrigation Commission’ instead
of allowing it formally to remain as
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‘Irrigation Commission’ merely in order to
enable it to undertake the study from that
perspective and pave way for holding
discussions with thinkers and scholars of
the society. A request to that effect was
extended to Government in March 1997.
In response to this, the Government
changed the name of the Commission by
issuing formal order in October 1997
(Appendix - 2).
4. The composition of the Commission
also underwent few changes during its
tenure. Dr. S.B. Kadrekar, Ex-Vice
Chancellor,
Konkan
Agricultural
University, Dapoli was inducted as a
member of the Commission - to represent
Konkan Region in June 1997. Shri
Munjajirao Kadam made a request to the
Government in July 1998 to relieve him
from the Commission’s obligations on
personal grounds (by tendering his
resignation which was accepted by the
Government subsequently).
Commission’s mode of Functioning
5.
Activities of the Commission were
broadly planned in three phases. During
the first phase, extensive deliberations
were held on the write-ups prepared by the
members of the Commission on topics
(within the ambit of the TOR) of their
choice. A compilation of data required to
pursue the various issues which emerged
out of discussions so held was undertaken
simultaneously. During the second phase it
was planned to initiate interactions on a
wider forum in order to bring into focus
various facets of the subjects encompassed
by the TOR of the Commission.
6.
In spirit of the formal Government
Resolution constituting the Commission, it
was required to record evidences by
undertaking visits to various parts of the
State. Instead of adopting evidencewitness related type mode of working, the
Commission thought it appropriate to go in
for ‘between - the - lines’ implications of
the objective. It, therefore, followed the
practice of undertaking visits to the

various regions and holding workshops on
field problems and topics of key
importance pertinent thereto invoking
thereby interaction with and listening to
thinkers, scholars and social workers from
respective regions. This invoked excellent
response from all quarters of the
Maharashtra. The Commission could
undergo study-based articles exceeding
600 and running into more than 10000
pages through holding workshops on
various topics (Appendix - 3). Discussions,
so spurred on in such workshops which
kept in view the special needs of the
respective regions, proved to be highly
enlightening. This has turned out to be a
good helping hand to the Commission in
crystallising its views and shaping the
contents of its Report.
7.
Apart from conducting such
workshops, the Commission held elaborate
discussions individually and in groups
with in service senior officers and retired
officers
concerned
with
various
departments related to the TOR (Appendix
- 4). The issues brought to the fore and
suggestions offered thereby proved to be
of much help to the Commission. Many of
them made available their views to the
Commission by translating the same into
letters. Some senior officers who
participated in such deliberations also
further evinced readiness to bring about
write ups at length on topics of their
interest. Accordingly, detailed notes were
got prepared for the Commission’s Report
by identifying the subject-experts on some
topics of importance (Appendix - 5).
8.
The Commission in its very initial
period of activities had made an appeal to
all the Universities and Colleges in the
State to encourage their faculty members
who have developed interest in the subject
of ‘Water’ and are studious in nature-to
participate in various meetings and
workshops of the Commission then
proposed to be convened. In response to
this, the Commission received bio-data
(C.V.) of over 100 interested faculty
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members all of whom were invited by the
Commission to participate in the meetings
and workshops held in respective regions.
In response, most of them extended cooperation. Moreover, the Commission
organised a day-long combined discussion
with the Vice-Chancellors of all the
Universities in Maharashtra on 17-101997. That too mustered an overwhelming
response (Appendix - 6).
9.
The
Commission
arranged
workshops in various sub-basins of the
State on varied topics relevant to the
respective sub-basins with the initiative of
local voluntary organisations, colleges and
universities stationed in respective parts.
Without
co-operation
from
these
organisations, such workshops would not
have been a success. The Commission
sought an opportunity through such
workshops to trace the course of thinking
right from that of laymen in respective
quarters to the thinkers, amateurs, scholars
and those experienced ones in the
discipline of water. The persons with
whom this sort of interaction had been
held through all these workshops and those
who have contributed in letters number
around 2500. The Commission had a grand
opportunity to catch the underlying current
of thoughts of all those who contemplate
on water and irrigation. An appeal was
made by the Commission in May 1997 via
the Publicity Department of the
Government through the newspapers from
various regions of Maharashtra, provoking
the experienced and knowledgeable
personalities in society for sending their
views to the Commission. In response to
this also, the Commission had been in
receipt of views having some of them duly
translated into letters (Appendix - 7).
10.
Apart from the workshops arranged
by the Commission, its members
participated in a few workshops (on
invitation from their convenors) who
organised them independently. As a result,
the members of the Commission had an
opportunity to interact about water and

irrigation on that forum also (Appendix 3).
11.
Having thus deliberated on the
issues brought to the fore through
workshops
meetings/discussions
and
written presentations, programmes were
framed to have an interaction with the
political leaders in the Government
echelon who had worked at the decision
making levels in Government of
Maharashtra and who are fairly conversant
with water-related issues of Maharashtra.
The Commission’s request was well
received. A good number of senior leaders
from social and political arena could
deliberately spend time to discuss with the
Commission various issues at length and
with frankness (Appendix - 8). The
Commission is especially benefited by
such deliberations in assessing the
practicability of numerous suggestions
placed before it for consideration and
evaluating the plausibility of the possible
strategy to be adopted here-in-after. The
Commission expresses deep gratitude to
all those who organised such workshops
and extended co-operation to it by way of
discussions, presentations, notes etc. and
also providing an opportunity for
interaction.
12.
The Commission conducted in all
23 meetings in various quarters of
Maharashtra in order to enable it to resolve
the various issues related with water and
irrigation pertinent to the different parts of
the State (Appendix - 9). These meetings
were marked with discussions on the
presentations of Government and nongovernment
officials,
voluntary
organisations,
scholars,
amateurs,
knowledgeable persons, experts from
respective parts and those concerned with
water and irrigation and also professors
from universities, research, workers,
cultivators,
representatives
of
beneficiaries,
office
bearers
of
municipalities / corporations, industries
and their representatives. Ten subcommittees were formed composed of
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members of the Commission for
embarking on an independent additional
persuasion of those topics which were
highly involved (Appendix - 10). They
held independent meets (Appendix - 11).
13.
The Commission held discussions
with the Honourable Minster of Irrigation
Shri Eknathrao Khadse on 6-5-1998 and
the then Honourable Chief Minister, Shri
Manoharrao Joshi on 1-6-1998 in order to
get apprised of the subjects which the
Government desires to be handled by the
Commission other than those stipulated in
Clause 12 of the Commission’s TOR. An
effort was made at that time to apprise the
intentions of the Government on various
issues in connection with funds raising
required to enforce water development
programmes and the mode of functioning
of the corporations constituted basinwise.
14.
The third phase accomplished
gathering of supplementary information in
sufficient details from the concerned
states, national as well as international
level agencies in regard to those key issues
which are brought to the fore through the
studies undertaken during the earlier two
phases explained in the foregoing in
sufficient comprehensiveness in getting
prepared supplementary write-ups from
the concerned subject experts and holding
discussions with the seniors who were
experienced and knowledgeable. The draft
of the Commission’s Report has, therefore,
been evolved by the Commission’s
Secretariat and placed before it for
consent. Having underwent in sufficient
comprehensiveness discussions at length
thereon in the meets of the Commission,
the Report has been finalised. An approval
has been sought for the same in the 23rd
meet of the Commission held during 4, 5,
6 th June 1999.
Co-operation Sought
15.
The Commission got itself
acquainted with the practices of irrigation
management in various regions by
arranging visits to field irrigation works in

order to gather the first hand on-site
information. The Commission also held
discussions with groups of cultivators and
inspected villages where oustees have been
rehabilitated. Aspects like area in
possession of the Forest Department,
development of forests, income accruable
from forests, issues of tribal masses who
inhabited such forests, soil and water
conservation practices in forests were
specially forming a part of such field
visits. The tours also included visits to
water purification and waste water
treatment plants. The Commission could
thereby get itself properly acquainted with
the finer points of planning and mode of
implementation prevalent in various
departments. The mode of functioning of
organisations under the purview of the
Irrigation Department, and also those
under other departments which are
responsible for understanding actions
related to water, could be got apprised of
and interaction with the heads of such
organisations could be made possible
through that. The Commission made a
wide use of such interaction in proposing
the organisational restructuring as
explained in the Chapter No.13 of the
Report.
16.
The all-out association, which the
Commission could sought, is evident if the
lot of government and non-government
organisations visited by Commission is
gone through (Appendix - 12) and the map
showing the places to which it paid visits
and headquarters of institutions which are
concerned with water is behold (Appendix
- 13). The journeys of all the field visits
were undertaken by the Commission
jointly in a single bus. The very
accompaniment of the local officers
through the same bus during these
journeys enabled to undertake inspections
gathering numerous field details and to
ascertain its veracity. All senior officers
and staff of the Irrigation Department
Maharashtra
Jeevan
Pradhikaran,
(Maharashtra Water Authority) Water
Conservation / Groundwater Survey &
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Development
Agency
/Agricultural
Universities, government and nongovernment organisations, sugar factories,
research stations extended whole hearted
co-operation.
17.
The Commission visited all the 4
agricultural universities in the State in
order to get itself informed of the latest
research activities pertinent to water use in
agricultural sector, to peruse the research
projects handled by these universities and
seeking information about water and
irrigation related topics incorporated in
their syllabi. The Vice-Chancellors of
these universities, their professors and
other staff frankly presented their views
regarding the agricultural sector, water
management and other related issues
before the Commission during these visits.
The universities have made available to
the Commission a plethora of information
of diverse kind. All this proved to be of
immense use for bringing out a detailed
exposition that is contained in the
Commission’s Report.
18.
The Commission held detailed
independent discussions with the senior
officials of (organisationwise / regionwise
) organisations concerned with irrigation
and various facets of water and also those
of
Government
organisations
e.g.
Agriculture Department, Maharashtra
Jeevan
Pradhikaran
Agricultural
Marketing
Federation,
Maharashtra
Pollution Control Board, National Bank
for Agriculture and Rural Development,
Maharashtra
Industrial
Development
Corporation,
Mumbai
Metropolitan
Regional
Development
Authority,
Maharashtra
Land
Development
Corporation,
Animal
husbandry,
Groundwater Survey & Development
Agency,
Economics
&
Statistics
Directorate,
Accountant
General-II
(Nagpur) (Appendix - 14). This enabled
the Commission to get apprised of the
views in respect of the present status and
the future needs of water supply. The
Commission held detailed discussions in

isolation with the senior officials of the
recently created 5 Corporations viz. (1)
Maharashtra Krishna Valley Development
Corporation, Pune, (2) Vidarbha Irrigation
Development Corporation, Nagpur, (3)
Godavari
Marathwada
Irrigation
Development Corporation, Aurangabad,
(4) Konkan Irrigation Development
Corporation, Thane and (5) Tapi Irrigation
Development Corporation, Jalgaon for the
development of river basins in regard to
Corporation’s Acts, lacunae therein and
problems being faced by them in raising
funds (Appendix - 15).
The Commission expresses deep
regards due to all such government/nongovernment
organisations/agencies
/
universities and personnel. Without their
co-operation it would not have been
possible for the Commission to undertake
proper discussions on various topics.
19.
In order to focus on finer details of
some of the topics, the Commission has
got done following studies: 1) The input /
output study of the Gadchiroli District, 2)
Evaluation of Kamini Nalla Watershed
Development (Taluka Shirur) and 3)
Socio-economic changes brought about by
the Sukhana Project in its surroundings
(Appendix - 16). The conclusions arrived
at through these studies proved extremely
useful to the Commission for making
expositions on various issues.
20.
In their capacity as contact officers
a number of officers from the
Government’s
Irrigation
Department
shouldered responsibility in arranging
meetings/workshops/field visits and in
procuring reference material to the subjectexperts for the Commission’s work
(Appendix - 16). Besides, many personnel
from the Irrigation & other departments
and offices thereunder extended cooperation to the Commission’s Secretariat
in accomplishing various kinds of
studies/preparing
notings
or
chapters/syntactical checking/scrutinising
maps etc. (Appendix - 16). To sum up,
numerous officers and organisations
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provided a helping hand in Commission’s
work. Especially the full time officers/staff
of the Commission strived incessantly to
complete the Commission’s work. Their
efforts have no parallel (Appendix - 17).
Only because of their indulgence in the
assignment
the
Commission’s
comprehensive Report in 5 volumes could
be got through in stipulated time. The
Commission is deeply thankful to all of
them.
Tenure
21.
Owing to the varied administrative
difficulties it took long time (17 months)
to get the Commission equipped with all
the full-time officers. In a true sense the
Commission’s
Secretariat
started
functioning with full quorum from May
1997. The Commission’s work nearly took
two years thereafter to bring the same to
completion. The Commission held 23
meetings during the available time span.
Besides, 18 workshops on different topics
were organised; 24 projects were visited
and the Commission got itself informed
about the functioning of 39 government /
semi-government
/
non-government
organisations by arranging visits to them.
Apart from this, 32 days were spent by the
Commission in paying field visits and
holding discussions.
22.
Various types of elections were
occasionally held after the commencement
of the Commission’s work. The code of
conduct of these elections had also been
made applicable to the Commission by the
Election Officers. This resulted in
imposing restrictions on the Commission’s
activities. Consequently the collective
deliberations of the Commission were
required to be suspended during March,
April, May 1996 and January, February,
March 1998 owing to elections to the
Parliament and during January, February,
March-1997 owing to the elections to the
Zilla Parishads and Gram Panchayats.
The Commission’s work, in fact, being in
the nature of a study, such imposition was
unwarranted. A request to that effect had

been made to the election officials.
However, it was not paid any heed on the
ground that the Commission’s modalities
would influence the polls. As a result,
undertaking visits to field, inviting nongovernment dignitaries for discussions in
the Commission’s Secretariat, holding
workshops, conducting meetings of the
Commission - its members being of nongovernmental status - all such transactions
were prevented from taking place. The
Commission had held that the restrictions
on its activities were uncalled for in view
of the spirit underlying the code of conduct
imposed in connection with the elections
then
ensued.
Nevertheless,
the
Commission was required to resolve in
favour of suspension of its work as per
indications of the then Election Officers.
This resulted in rendering almost nine
months of the Commission’s tenure
entirely abortive. The Commission had to
push through the works anew by
streamlining the setup everytime. This
prevented the Commission from winding
up all its works by December 1998 as
initially
planned
and
preliminary
preparations for which had been made in
pursuance thereof. This forced it to seek
extension from the Government till June
1999. The Commission highly regretted
this.
Outline of the Report
23.
The Report of the Maharashtra
Water and Irrigation Commission has been
brought out in 5 volumes the scheme of
which is as per the following:
Volume I: This is the core of the Report.
It contains topicwise approach alongwith
of which numerous recommendations are
scattered here and there. Moreover, a brief
resume of key recommendations is
presented at the end of the Volume as
Chapter 14. Running through pages, the
exposition of the Volume is divided into
12 chapters and which in turn encompass
109 topics.
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Volume II: This outlines sub-basin
specific ‘ The Planning Perspective ’ of
sub-basinwise planning and management.
The Volume contains one independent
chapter on planning and management of
each of the sub-basins or basin/sub-basin
groups as delineated by the Commission.
The Maharashtra is divided by the
Commission into 25 sub-basins (basin/subbasin groups) for the sake of water
management. The indications as to the
manner in which the principles and
recommendations contained in Volume I
will sub-basinwise be made applicable to
these sub-basins are exemplified in the
chapters throughout this Volume.
Volume III: All appendices and
statements are presented in a consolidated
manner in this Volume. The information
and analysis thereof on the basis of which
the exposition in Volume -I is presented,
are included in these appendices and
statements. In all, 41 such appendices and
62 statements are incorporated. Personal
acknowledgements to all those who had
had interaction with and those personnel
and organisations who rendered assistance
to the Commission in this respect are
included in the very appendices of this
Volume.
Volume IV: This contains maps of
Maharashtra. Topical maps of the State 22 in number - forming base of the
approach as elucidated in Volume I are
incorporated .
Volume V: Detailed sub-basinwise maps
are presented in this Volume. Subbasinwise information supplementary to
the sub-basinwise exposition of Volume II
compressed in 2 maps for every sub-basin
is incorporated in this Volume for
reference. Having amalgamated a few
small sub-basins with the adjoining larger
ones such maps, in all, number 44.
24. Paragraphs in the Commission’s
Report are numbered employing decimal
system in preference to numbering
serially. According to the system the first

digit indicates the serial number of the
Chapter. The topic is indicated by the
second digit and the third digit refers to the
paragraph under the topic. Sub-paragraphs
are not numbered. Annexes, graphs,
diagrams and maps which are illustrative
of exposition and with which the chapters
are teemed follow the text of respective
chapters as they appear in Volume I
whereas other references and analysed data
are attached as appendices and statements
in Volume-III and are compiled
chapterwise.
Expounding the Subject
25. Fortunately Maharashtra is bestowed
with an age-long tradition of water
management and irrigation from prehistoric times. The Phad System on weirs
across Panzara and Mosam Rivers in Tapi
Basin or thousands of irrigation tanks
belonging to Gond Era in Wainganga
Basin are still extant. They are testimony
to the irrigation development attained
locally in the recent historical past. Clues
to the social tenets and finer details as to
the climate and land - which are key
factors in local management -are replete
throughout this developmental systems.
That is why the Commission’s Report
starts with a brief resume of the historical
past of water - related developments in
Maharashtra under the caption of
‘Maharashtra and Water Resources’ as its
Chapter 2. The expansion of irrigation
achieved in recent past thereafter and the
brain storming that ensued thereof have
found expression through the reports of
various commissions and committees
which preceded this Commission. The
Chapter 2 of this Report initially
undertakes an overview of that also at the
outset. Many such principles applicable to
the current situation are found to be
deliberated upon even in these reports,
take for example, that of distributing
limitedly available water over an extensive
area.
26.
The basic objective of irrigation
development has been to effect substantial
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increase in agricultural productivity
leading thereby to prosperity of rural area.
In view of this, it was considered
necessary to have an appraisal of the
present status of rural area. A review of
economic condition of various districts
was, therefore, undertaken; the data in
regard to average gross annual income visa-vis the status of literacy was analysed.
The outcome has been presented in
Chapter 2. While deciding priorities of
future irrigation programmes to be
undertaken, the districts of Dhule, Jalna,
Buldhana, Gadchiroli - which have
remained
backward
in
economic
development - deserve special priority in
taking up water resources development
and irrigation expansion programmes herein-after. Clear indication in respect of this
is found in the exercise of analysis
conducted in the very Chapter 2.
27.
It has, so far, not been possible to
assess availability of water in different
sub-basins on an equal footing. As such,
the sub-basinwise details presented in this
Report serve only a limited purpose
namely that of indicating the comparative
status of the sub-basins. It is necessary to
undertake such studies of sub-basins in
much more details based on the state-of-art
of Hydrology. At the outset of the Report
in Chapter 2 itself, the Commission has
recommended taking up such studies on
priority. Especially total availability and
the interrelation between surface and
groundwater have, it appears, not been
spelt out concretely. As per the river
tribunal awards in respect of rivers like
Krishna, Godavari and Narmada there is a
full freedom to the states to use
groundwater within their respective
territories. This, therefore, necessitates to
have concrete estimations of groundwater
potential of different sub-basins. For the
present, the total availability of water in a
sub-basin is assessed on the basis of
estimation of average annual surface
runoff. Based on this, the sub-basins in the
entire State are grouped under 5 categories
in Chapter 3 titled ‘Basinwise Water

Planning And Management’. They are;
highly deficit, deficit, normal, surplus and
abundant in tune with the availability of
water for the purpose of planning and
management.
28.
Priority in respect of diversion of
water to various uses is going to be
different in different sub-basins in
accordance with the current status of
development, natural availability of water
and conditions favourable to irrigation or
other water - dependent activities in
respective sub-basins. An attempt is made
to offer tips in regard to this in individual
chapters of sub-basins in Volume II of the
Report.
29.
It is essential to go in for a detailed
consideration as to the way in which the
best possible use of water in Konkan
Region is achieved where 42 percent of the
water that is available in Maharashtra is
extant. It is a water - abundant region.
Nevertheless, the Barve Commission
assumed a stand that technically there is
the least scope to dam building activity
and creating water impoundments in
Konkan. The experience over the last 3
decades, however, shows that even the
large dams are quite efficient functionally
as well as from the safety point of view
provided they are designed and built with
due care. As on today, there are over 130
large dams in Konkan. Therefore, the
question now remains not of successfully
undertaking dam building programme and
creating storages but that of evolving the
best methods of water distribution and
streamlining its use. Quite peculiar
topography and climatic conditions of
Konkan demand a very different approach
in developing methods of water
distribution than the rest. That is why, the
Approach laid down in Volume-I is not
expected to be fittingly applicable to
Konkan in many respects as it is to other
parts. The pertinent issues are, therefore,
separately discussed in the respective
chapters pertaining to Konkan in VolumeII.
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30.
It will be appropriate to determine
inter-se
priority
amongst
various
programmes
by
provoking
more
comprehensive
sub-basinspecific
interaction in an open forum in the
respective sub-basin for accomplishing a
detailed planning for their development. It
is not proper to assign priority to the same
type of programme or campaign
throughout the State as is being practised
currently. It is necessary to interlink the
developmental needs of the respective subbasins appropriately with the water
availability
and
geographical
configuration.
31.
Irrigation facility is a factor which
provokes disparity in rural life. It is
necessary to distribute the limitedly
available water over as large an
agricultural area as is possible so as to
lend, in the minimum, an economic
stability to the agriculture in drought prone
area by virtue of irrigation and at the same
time to minimise disparity. Distinct criteria
for implementing the measures for deficit
and highly deficit sub-basins are proposed
for that in the Report. On similar lines, it is
essential to generate employment potential
in rural areas - which is not dependent on
agriculture - on a large scale through the
processing enterprises of agricultural
produce and other productive activities &
service facilities. From this viewpoint, a
review
of
marketing,
processing
enterprises and industries has been taken
in Chapter 4 devoted to the topic of
‘Agriculture and Irrigation.’
32.
Anyhow, the irrigation system is
now being realigned through social and
economic transformation towards the
overall economic upliftment of rural area
from that of the system initial objective of
which merely was that of providing for
protection of foodgrain production. The
people voluntarily of their own are
inclined to a shift in cropping pattern on
account of the economic variants, paucity
of water and market rates. For example,
there is an increasing trend towards

growing grapes in lieu of that of
sugarcane. On a similar line fruit gardens,
vegetables, floriculture are going to play a
dominant role here-in-after in irrigation
management. An overview of needs
therefor and export potential of irrigated
produce has, therefore, been covered in
Chapter 4. The increasing trend of
globalisation in marketing is going to
cause, it appears, countless important
changes in demand of agricultural produce
in Maharashtra. The change over in the
irrigated cropping pattern in accordance
with that is therefore inevitable.
33.
In order to arrest the influx to
urban life from that of rural, it is essential
to convert more and more rainfed tracts
into multi-seasonal irrigated area by
extending irrigation facilities. But, the
agricultural set up is not going to bring
about the transformation to perennial
irrigation in view of the deficient water
scenario in a good number of sub-basins.
Despite this, a farmer be enabled to sustain
himself with an adequate dignity in the
new economic set up with the support of
culturable land he owns and to accrue
agricultural production in at least two
seasons from all the culturable land in his
possession will have to be the main
objective of agriculture here-in-after. The
kharif crop should mainly be sustainable
on rains with bare minimum support of
irrigation only when that is necessary; one
more assured independent crop mainly
supported on irrigation in rabi thereafter,
however, be desired. With the objective of
effecting planning of such sub-basins by
establishing such a two-seasons-cropped
system in irrigated areas is suggested. In
most of the years such two crops could be
grown. During drought years at least one
crop be ensured in such areas. On the
contrary, the irrigation management
system is to cater to enable accrual of one
more i.e. the third seasonal crop
additionally during years of excessive
rains (around 20% in number) in which
water is available in plenty. The changes
in cropping pattern will have to be effected
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in accordance with the yearly rains on
account of the year-to-year variability as to
the water availability. In order to achieve
this with least difficulty, going in for a
mixed cropping system will be beneficial
in benefited areas and the Commission has
advocated its adoption in irrigation
management.
34.
The earlier planning of dams and
canals has been accomplished from the
viewpoint of placing the agricultural
activity on a safe footing by lending a
relief basically to drought prone area
during the British period prior to
independence. Therefore, the main thrust
of field investigations and formulation of
projects had long been remained of
determining where and how the storage
reservoirs, weirs and gravity canals be
located. Now the planning of project is
instead desired to tread upon the line of
increase in agricultural productivity and
multifaceted rapid economic development
of irrigated zone in its wake. On that count
numerous changes in project formulation
and creation are warranted. A discussion to
that effect is included in Chapter 5 titled
“Project Planning and Construction” of the
Report. The issue of acquisition of land in
possession of the Forest Department has
long been remained beseeching and lent a
tenseness to the project construction. This
is highly regrettable. Especially the
progress of Vidarbha in water resources
here-in-after is going to rest on the policy
as to the acquisition of land in possession
of the Forest Department. A discussion at
length in regard to that also has, therefore,
being made to form a part of Chapter 5.
35.
The agricultural productivity in
irrigated areas is not going to increase
unless skills in irrigation technology are
improved. Canal management is one
intricate issue in the very irrigation
management. It is clearly apparent that the
larger most irrigated area in Maharashtra is
going to be that on canals despite adoption
of various alternatives for achieving
irrigation. Therefore, distribution of canal

water and its management will here-inafter be a matter of more concern. Various
aspects in this respect are duly weighed
upon in Chapter 6 of this Volume.
Productivity through every drop of water
is required to be increased in water deficit
areas. Irrigation methods enabling highly
economic use of water such as drip etc.
are, therefore, required to be specially
pursued in irrigated areas. Detailed
exposition of this is also incorporated in
the same Chapter.
36.
As the initial 25 years of the
planned development were passing by i.e.
around 1975, a more critical evaluation of
performance
of
irrigation
projects
completed till that, utilisation of irrigation
potential created and productivity potential
of command areas attained till that started
taking place. A comprehensive concept of
Command
Area
Development
transcending
beyond
the
project
formulation and its execution has come to
the fore. The committee of Irrigation
Ministers appointed by the Central
Government under the chairmanship of the
Ex-Chief Minister of Maharashtra late
Vasantdada Patil gave impetus to this new
conception. This led to the creation of
CAD authorities which necessitated
paying attention to adoption and
operationalising
interdisciplinary
management system in the field of
irrigation. Besides instituting logistic
support organisations such as MERI, ESC,
CDO, DIRD merely for imbuing quality in
engineering
practices,
it
became
imperative to create interdisciplinary
organisations like WALMI and CAD
authorities. It was expected to evolve an
agricultural productivity - oriented
irrigation set up along the lines suggested
in the report of the National Irrigation
Commission of 1972 by streamlining this
new set up of interdisciplinary agriculturebased system during the last 25 years.
However,
that
didn’t
materialise.
Therefore, a detailed exposition of the
state of affairs and needs thereof is
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undertaken in Chapter 7 titled ‘Command
Area Development’.
37.
The Commission noticed that the
Government of Maharashtra has from time
to time issued several basic directives and
guidelines in respect of water use and
irrigation in keeping with changing needs
of
the
society
and
managerial
requirements. For want of any clear legal
status,
however,
the
rigorous
implementation of the same was found to
be beset with difficulties. Besides, there
seems to be a want of enough consistency
in their follow up. An exposition is
presented separately in Chapter 8 of the
Volume regarding the manner in which the
forthcoming requirements of legal
provisions
are to be fulfilled by
undertaking a review of the existing
provisions in the acts pertinent to water
and irrigation.
38.
Requirement of water for nonirrigation use exhibits an increasing trend.
Owing to the growing urbanisation and
industrialisation , it is now required to
divert water in systems meant earlier for
irrigation to non-irrigation uses. Coordination in this regard is, here-in-after,
going to remain the crux of water
management. But, for that it will be
continually necessary to undertake a
thorough review of the diverse uses of
water. Therefore, a critique of those
requirements is carried out in Chapter 10
on ‘Non-irrigation Uses of Water.’ One of
the effective uses of water is for
hydropower generation, which seems to
have been overlooked during the
intervening period. It is necessary to
rejuvenate this again on top priority to
cater to the peak load demands in
electricity supply. A special emphasis on
this count is, therefore, also included in
this Chapter.
39.
The
Commission,
altogether
decided to look at the overall irrigation
needs on a broader perspective. Various
modes of irrigation such as canal
irrigation, lift irrigation, irrigation in

watersheds, irrigation on groundwater and
also costs thereof vis-a-vis institutional
requirements have been deeply dwelled
into. Though the present name of the
Department i.e. Irrigation Department with
which the responsibility of irrigation
currently devolved upon is indicative of its
limited functional ambit that is to deal with
canal irrigation systems exclusively, the
Commission realised the necessity of
clearly grasping the conjunctive nature of
irrigation being managed in future through
diverse modalities such as wells, drip,
reuse of water etc. in view of the overall
need of Maharashtra in respect of
irrigation. A separate analysis is also,
therefore, incorporated to throw light on
other alternatives. Detailed expounding in
regard to this is presented in Chapter 11 on
the subject ‘Watershed Development’ and
in Chapter 12 on ‘Groundwater
Development.’ Watershed development is
a boon to the areas which are deprived of
irrigation through conventional systems.
Nevertheless, the confounding situation is
going to attain an increasing trend in case
planning and regulation of groundwater in
those areas is not carried out in a scientific
manner or extraction of groundwater is
allowed to continue relentlessly. This
subject is, therefore, required to be paid
due attention here-in-after with more
diligence. Especially, a scientifically alert
viewpoint is required to be inculcated all
over in regard to groundwater recharge, its
availability, storage limitations thereof etc.
Misunderstandings in this respect are
evident in many quarters even now.
40.
A good degree of unequivocality is
clearly evident in different schools of
thought with regard to the definition of
drought prone area. More facilities are
kept at the disposal for the sake of
development if an area is brought under
the precincts of ‘drought prone zone’.
Therefore, various types of criteria are
used to be suggested so as to get one’s
working arena included within the ambit
of drought prone area. Once it is
categorised under drought prone area, the
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regulatory planning of water compatible to
such area, is however, it seems, never
accepted as such. The planning of water to
be resorted to for drought prone area, as a
consequence, properly belongs to the
deficit and highly deficit sub-basins. An
effort is, therefore, made in the Volume to
suggest different criteria of regulation
necessarily to be achieved in respect of
such sub-basins. Which area is precisely
regarded as drought prone has since long
been remained an unanswered issue,
conceptually at least, to date. Instead of
going into its complexity, a pertinent
discussion is incorporated in this Volume
keeping mainly in view the sub-basins
which clearly exhibit deficit and highly
deficit characters governed by availability
of water. Besides, an elaborate discussion
in regard to drought prone area is also
presented independently in Chapter 11 in
the context of watershed development.
41.
In order to comply with an
evergrowing need of people’s participation
and necessity of seeking benefit of
guidance from experienced thinkers it is
utmost necessary to convert the mode of
working into what is amenable to
collective wisdom instead of merely
leaving it to the discretion of an individual
official in a Governmental set up.
Accordingly, restructuring of the whole set
up has been suggested through the
exposition in various chapters and
especially
in
Chapter
13
titled
‘Restructuring of the Department’.
42.
During the first phase of
development, when investigation and
construction were of special significance,
the irrigation sector obviously lent
importance to civil engineering based
activities. Thereafter, during the Command
Area Development Phase, more and more
agricultural orientation warranted in
accordance with the indications offered in
the report of the National Irrigation
Commission of 1972. In view of the
growing needs of water and necessity of
undertaking co-ordinated planning of river

basins /sub-basins necessitated as a result
of more and more stress being put on
water an increasing need is now going to
be experienced of special types of skilled
experts who are well-versed in the science
of Hydrology, managerial skills and are
capable of achieving interdisciplinary coordination vis-a-vis that of an executive
machinery compatible thereto. The
Irrigation Department of Maharashtra
which is the bulk user of water in the State
be converted into the Water Resources
Department in consonance with the change
already accepted by the states of Gujrath,
Madhya Pradesh etc. in pursuance of the
suggestion of the Central Government.
The Chapter 13 presents a detailed
exposition as a follow up to that as to the
manner in which such transformation is to
be effected which will be compatible to the
new set up of compositions of various
institutes and organisations of the
Department. So far a meagre attempt has
been made to evolve experts in Hydrology
from amongst the civil engineering
graduates of the Irrigation Department.
The number of such experts will here-inafter be required to increase on a far larger
scale. In addition to civil engineering
experts, the number of knowledgeable and
trained personnel in Hydrology will have
to be increased largely even by inducting
geologists and hydrogeologists, experts in
Climatology and other physical sciences
including that of Chemistry too. From the
environmental management point of view
also, the need of such experts is going to
be felt on an increasing scale.
Restructuring of the existing investigation
organ of the Irrigation Department even is
proposed therefor.
43.
Diverse issues of integrated and
comprehensive planning of available water
will be required to be handled in times to
come owing to the rapidly taking place
development of Maharashtra. The water
management needs have newly emerged
within the broader context such as
conjunctive use of surface and sub-surface
water, the most proper apportionment of
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water for diverse uses, year-to-year
changes in water availability status etc.
The Commission realised that before
reaping the expected benefits from the
Command Area Development Programme
- which had been the second phase of
irrigation development - the pressure of
social needs forced us to land into the
more complex third phase of water
planning. Having considered these new
needs, the Commission has presented in
the Report its findings as to how
basinwise/sub-basinwise
co-ordinated
management of water is required to be
considered. The Commission also realised
the need of setting up of a new type of
system by incorporating some significant
changes in the water and irrigation
management system in pursuance thereof.
Suggestions as to the manner in which that
new system be set up are offered by the
Commission through various Chapters of
the Report in general and in the last one on
the Administrative Restructuring in
particular.
44.
While landing into the third phase
of the water resources development in
social and technical context on one hand,
even the initial phases of project
investigation and construction are not yet
completed in its entirety in many of the
sub-basins. A need of different modality of
working and an urgency of capital
mobilisation is, it seems, being
experienced by the Government in order to
impart
a
special
momentum
to
construction activities in such laggard
basins /sub-basins. Therefore, independent
development corporations for various
basins have, of late, been constituted by
acts of Legislative Assembly. Having
elaborately considered the forthcoming
needs and transactional mode, the
Commission (on the basis of maxims
implied in these acts) has put forth in
Chapter 13 its views on the modality of
working of these corporations.
The Government had expressed a
desire through a separate formal letter to

put forth some suggestions by the
Commission as to the raising of funds for
irrigation development. Needs pertinent to
that are examined at length in Chapter 9.
In this context, an exposition as to how far
and in what manner the transformation of
Governmental systems into cooperative,
corporate or privatised systems be effected
during the forthcoming 30 years is
presented in Chapter 9 which undertakes
discussion on ‘Financial Aspects’.
45.
The ultimate irrigation potential
likely to be created in an average year
through various sources (surface as well as
sub-surface) in all the sub-basins in the
State is, it appears, probably to touch the
mark of 126 lakh ha. It is based on the
study undertaken on the basis of
information and statistics made available.
The gross area likely to be brought under
irrigation management will be more than
this i.e. 140 lakh ha. Out of this, all the
area, however, may not be irrigated every
year because of the system of annual
rotation. Irrigation in an average year will
form about 60% of the total cultivable area
of Maharashtra ( i.e. 225.42 lakh ha).
Barring the area that so far been brought
under irrigation management (56.75 lakh
ha) a capital of about Rs.67000 crores
(1999 price level) will be required for the
remaining area (69.25 lakh ha). Out of
this, Rs.37000 crores through the
Government’s
budgetary
provisions
whereas Rs.30000 crores will have to be
raised through the beneficiaries’ (e.g.
corporations, industrial groups, irrigation
beneficiaries organisations and so forth)
contribution; and through the assistance
from financial institutions. The Chapter 9
contains an involved exposition on this
aspect.
46.
Even if the annual rate of economic
development continually remains at least 6
percent during the forthcoming three
decades, the ensuring 30 years will see the
societal prosperity enhanced by 5 times in
the least. It appears in future India will
strive to maintain an annual economic
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growth rate of 7 percent in the minimum.
With this, even greater rise in economic
prosperity is expected to be in the offing in
three decades to come. This, in turn, will
boost up the capital raising in private and
co-operative sectors and also the pace of
formation of autonomous voluntary
organisations. Instead of merely relying on
the works carried out through the
Government’s budgetary allocations, the
construction of irrigation distributory
network and the individual farm
development works could, it appears, be
accomplished with the joint financial
support partly managed through cooperative basis and partly through that
obtained from financial institutions. Even
as treatment to waste water emerging from
all the cities cannot be undertaken at once,
it is believed, the coming decade can even
see such works accomplished by the
municipalities and corporations on their
own standings as a spadework to that.
Priorities of implementation are proposed
assessing possibilities of such favourable
undertakings which are likely to be taken
up in coming future.
47.
Water
management
vis-a-vis
irrigation development is not an exclusive
concern of the Government. The pyramid
of development is going to be realisable
through mutually complementary and joint
efforts of all- such as universities acting as
think tanks directed to achieve progress in
that and pursuing research activities,
private industries providing modern
managerial skills and fetching the capital
investment necessary, various kinds of
voluntary organisations capable of
invoking
public
awareness,
mass
organisation and people’s participation and
so on. While discussing various topics in
the Report, the subject therefore is not
expounded by keeping in view merely the
functional organisation of the Government
but also suggestions are offered so as to
distinctly spell out the probable functions
of various other constituents of the society
along with those of Government

machination, the issue being of concern of
the whole society.
48.
A number of personnel and
organisations raised diverse issues while
deliberating on various topics with and
offering suggestions to the Commission
regarding specific projects and schemes
which are in planning stage, are under
construction or have already been brought
within the purview of management. The
Commission was also requested to opine
on those. Nevertheless the Commission,
following the footsteps laid down in this
regard by the Barve Commission (1962)
and the National Irrigation Commission
(1972), decided to refrain from going in
for examination of any particular scheme
or project for its own sake. Instead, it
chose
to
give
a
comprehensive
consideration only to those fundamental
issues and principles in regard to the
overall planning which will be brought to
the fore through such discussions and only
these are to be made the subject of
exposition of the Commission’s Report.
No views, however, be decidedly
expressed pertinent to any specific
programme or a project. Whereas the
Commission thought it not proper to offer
suggestions at length regarding particular
projects, it did, however, discuss in the
Report by solely drawing on the premise
of principles of causes behind demands put
forth in particular as to some specific
impediments of particular areas, talukas,
villages, and probable direction of
remedying those. The Commission has not
gone into discussion as to any specific
problematic issue a village or a taluka is
subjected to face. Having accepted the
principles and issues upheld by the
Commission, it is hoped that in course of
time the concerned departments will
independently
embark
on
various
programmes and undertake necessary
revised project planning and reforms in
field programmes pursuant thereof.
49.
While undertaking past review of
water use and irrigation, the Commission
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came to know that no systematic pattern as
to the water use and irrigation
development had since then been
developed anywhere in Maharashtra in
pre-independence period barring some
tracts. The Barve Commission had
therefore been led to offer suggestions for
future programme only on the basis of the
limited experience and gross information
then available. While assessing gross
water resources that are available, no
isolated estimation of groundwater had
even been possible. Even sufficient
experience in respect of irrigation projects
in Vidarbha, Konkan and Marathwada had
been wanting at that time. The commission
was, therefore, required to mainly
concentrate on the bringing up of new
projects and the necessity of implementing
agencies within the Irrigation Department
needed for accomplishment of those
projects. During the development phase of
the initial 25 years after independence,
creation of new projects and setting up
organisations required for the fulfilment of
that had broadly been the sole activities of
focus all over India. Nevertheless, the
Maharashtra
Water
and
Irrigation
Commission had, now, been called upon to
initiate thinking in a manner more
comprehensive and transcending far
beyond the trodden path.
50.
The Terms of Reference of the
Commission had been got framed at the
very inception of the Commission.
Nevertheless, it was asked to go in for
thinking over such other pertinent matters
along with that also which are necessary
for paving way for economic development
and overall prosperity. The Commission,
therefore, attempted along that line to
pursue other pertinent issues such as
marketing facilities for agricultural
produce and processing industries. Its
findings and recommendations in this
respect have been presented in the Report.
The relevant chapters and the manner of
compliance of the very terms which are
laid down in the TOR of the Commission
are succinctly indicated in the ANNEX

appended to this preface. It contains a
consolidated list of terms in the TOR of
the Commission vis-a-vis the various
chapters and topics in the Volume
touching thereupon. It presents a glimpse
of the manner in which the various topics
contained in the TOR have been tackled. A
sort of repetition will appear in respect of
some issues in different chapters and in the
context of different topics in the Volume.
Nonetheless that type of presentation is
found to be more helpful at the respective
points in the context of discussion so
conducted. The repeatedly occurring
matter is, therefore, accepted as it is
instead of merely relying on the sole
reference of the main pertinent paragraph
of the Volume.
51.
No clear indication as to any
particular year in future had been there in
the TOR upto which the study of issues
suggested therein keeping in view the
needs of Maharashtra by that time the
Commission was called upon to undertake.
However, it is difficult though not
impossible to cast current data by peeping
into far distant future. Keeping this
limitation in view, the Commission
decided to submit its findings by
considering only those likely changes and
needs which are in the offing during the
forthcoming 3 decades. While offering
suggestions on various topics from that
standpoint, compliance of implementation
is proposed to be realised in 3 phases
periodwise i.e. the implementation of
recommendations in the Volume is to be
effected by keeping in view the probable
objectives to be achieved during the first,
second and third decades. Matters which,
of necessity, are to be implemented
forthwith are clearly mentioned likewise at
respective places in the Report and are so
indicated in Chapter 14 which contains the
listing of important recommendations. It is
expected that the implementation in those
cases be carried out on priority during the
ensuing 2-3 years.
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52.
As in fact the mode of write-up of
the whole Volume is basically of
recommendatory
nature
a
concise
compilation of only selected and important
recommendations will be found in the
listing of Chapter 14. Even apart from that
also, the exposition in the Volume is
replete with numerous useful suggestions.
The
Commission
hopes
that
a
comprehensive consideration will be given
to all of them by those concerned and be
implemented in a fitting manner. It is not
expected that no action similarly be
initiated at all during the first decade in
respect of those recommendations the
implementation priority of which is shown
to be either during the second or third
decades. Contrary to that, follow-up action
in their case will have to be initiated
though it is merely meant that the
completion will either be going to take
longer time or it will also do if more time
elapses before it is completed.
53.
It requires a good deal of
spadework to bring out fundamentally
important changes in agricultural sector
and irrigation management. The social and
administrative systems are also required to
be favourably disposed. Considering the
difficulties encountered and the experience
gained in customarising the new patterns
especially like that of CADA, the ensuing
changes and restructuring, though deemed
to be essential, are not all likely to be
materialised with the urgency desired. A
stress is, therefore, laid in the
Commission’s Report to bring out these
transformations by accomplishing a
suitable spadework in a planned manner.
Creating social awareness and condition
conducive to accomplish that will firstly
have to be taken up. It is not that all the
reforms and restructurings will have to be
carried out on priority during the coming
30 years, nor is it possible even.
Nevertheless, it is worthwhile to have a
beginning in that direction.
54.
At the commencement of the
Commission’s work a consideration had

been given to examine the possibility of
bringing out an interim report on some
topics of importance. Such 3-4 topics had
also been kept in view for incorporating
into the proposed interim report.
Nonetheless, while actually pursuing those
topics the Commission realised that the
issues of planning of water and diverse
purposes for which it is used are so
inextricably interwoven into one another
that it is not going to be proper to draw
conclusions by bringing to completion a
study of any individual topic in isolation.
A danger of numerous shortcomings and
deficiencies creeping in it is likely to loom
large. Therefore, instead of bringing out an
interim report, the Commission decided to
go in for a coherent whole report by
considering
all
related
topics
comprehensively and in a wider context.
55.
Though all the discussions of the
Commission had been conducted in groups
and the deliberations held collectively, it
could gain the benefit of special
involvement of its local members at
Aurangabad in the works of drafting the
Report and correcting the same by reading
through it. This enabled the Commission
to bring the work to completion in time.
The Commission’s member Dr. Sarjerao
Thombre worked in the Commission’s
Secretariat as a full time member by
getting himself relieved from his usual
assignments during the period 1-8-1998 to
31-3-1999. Besides he shouldered the
responsibility of topics such as Nonirrigation Uses of Water, Influence Area of
a Project etc. During his full time
presence, the Commission’s Secretariat
had largely been benefited day-to-day
from his immense guidance. The benefit of
pretty long experience of Dr. Varade in the
Science of Agriculture in shaping the
contents of the chapters such as on
Agriculture and Irrigation, Command Area
Development appearing in the Volume is
worthy of note. Beyond January 1999, he
worked enthusiastically as a full time
member by coming over to the
Commission’s Secretariat regularly. The
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equally long experience of Shri
Bhujangrao Kulkarni in the sphere of
Administration has proved of special
significance in drafting the matter of topics
such as Restructuring of the Irrigation
Department, Irrigation Act, Pricing of
Water etc. Apart from this, his immense
guidance is sought in preparing write-ups
of other topics so numerous to mention.
The scholastic standing of Dr. S. A.
Deshpande in respect of Capital Needs and
Raising Funds proved beneficial in
drafting the contents of the respective
topics on disparity in development among
the various regions of Maharashtra and
backlog in outlays on account of
developmental activities undertaken by the
Government. He also dwelled deep into
preparing write-ups on the topics such as
Privatisation,
Renovation
and
Modernisation of Old Projects. The drafts
of topics such as the Modern Methods of
Irrigation, Watershed Development, Funds
Raising etc. are marked with the especially
valuable guidance of Shri Bhawarlal Jain.
The Commission’s Secretariat received
special guidance from Dr. Kadrekar in
preparing drafts on Konkan Basins,
Coastal Saline Lands in Konkan, Irrigated
Forestry and so on. Shri Pujari contributed
ably in preparing write-ups on topics of
Marketing of Agricultural Produce &
Processing, Waterlogged Soils, People’s
Participation whereas Dr. U.M.Phakde
offered valuable guidance for the topics
‘Fishery’ and ‘Tourism Development’.
The special guidance of Shri Gorade in
preparing write-up on the topic Draught
Prone Area whereas the same of Shri
V.P.Shimpi in respect of the topics of
‘Hydroelectricity Generatrion’, ‘Water
Resources’ and ‘Groundwater’ is sought
by the Commission’s Secretariat. Prof.
Ulemale contributed in writing in a
valuable measure by throwing sufficient
light on the features of Purna (Tapi) and
Middle Tapi sub-basins. In making the
detailing clear in the Report in regard to
the topics of Realistically Minimum
Requirement of Water in Irrigated

Agriculture, Production-based Industries,
Water Users’ Organisations, Functional
Modalities of Irrigation Management etc.
the guidance of Shri Balasaheb Wagh
proved of special benefit.
56.
It is highly regretting to state that
the 13-04-1999 saw the sad demise of one
of the members of the Commission - Prof.
H.B.Ulemale - the Ex-Vice Chancellor of
Dr. Panjabrao Agricultural University,
Akola. He was well-versed and
experienced in the field of Agriculture. His
wide experience in the field of Agriculture
proved highly useful to the Commission in
all its deliberations and field visits. His
contribution in drawing notes on various
topics had also been valuable. He had
gleaned through the bulk of Draft of the
Report. The Commission is highly grieved
over the fact that he could not survive to
see the Report in its final form. While
striving with especial keenness for
finishing the Report in all its completeness
death overcame him during the last phase
of its completion. Nevertheless, his image
imprinted in the thoughts contained in the
Report goes a long way in remembrance of
his association.
57.
It is especially gratifying to the
Commission that it could, after protracted
deliberations amongst all its members,
bring
out
the
findings
and
recommendations on various issues dealt
with in the Report unanimously.
---oOo---
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Indicated Terms of Reference of the Commission and
pertinent Chapters/Topics of Importance
Sr.
No.
1

TOR
To assess the available surface and
groundwater potential; to formulate a
report on the utilisation of water
resources for irrigation, hydropower,
industrial and domestic use etc. with
optimum and judicious distribution
among them. While preparing the
report, the possibilities of interbasin
transfer of water for various purposes
need be considered

2

To draw a plan to make good the
backlog of different regions of the
State while distributing the available
waters as above for various purposes

3

To prepare a report suggesting the
types of measures to be adopted to
make available the irrigation facilities
to drought prone areas of the State

4

To recommend plan for creation of
irrigation potential after reviewing the
status of projects which are
completed, under construction and
planned in future

5

To consider problems in the command
area of irrigation projects in regard
to:i) Type of crops
ii) Cropping pattern and crop planning

Chapter/Topic
2.8 Surface Water Resources
2.9 Groundwater
3.2 Sub-basinwise Approach to the
Development
3.4 Management of a Sub-basin
3.5 Interstate
River
Water
Allocations
3.6 Interstate Projects: Planning &
Management
3.7 Interbasin Water Transfer
8.1 Equity in Water Distribution
10.1 Domestic Water supply
10.3 Water for Industries
10.5 Hydro-electricity
12.0 Groundwater Development
3.3 Sub-basinwise
Planning
&
Related Strategies
5.7 Completion
of
Incomplete
Projects
9.7 Regional Backlog
3.3 Sub-basinwise planning & related
strategies
3.7 Interbasin Water Transfer
11.4 Drought Prone Area
5.1 Project Layout
5.7 Completion
of
Incomplete
Projects
9.1 Ultimate Irrigation Potential
9.3 Funding Needs of Irrigation
Development
9.5 Capital Mobilisation for Irrigation

4.2 Cropping Pattern under Irrigation
4.3 Role of Irrigation in Agricultural
Production
6.1 Operation & Maintenance of
Projects
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Sr.
No.

TOR

iii) Policy formulation for eightmonthly or perennial canal irrigation
iv) Waterlogging and drainage

6

7

8

9

10

v) Water distribution & water
management and proposing changes
for simplification of procedures
thereof
To decide policies for fixing water
rates and compulsory irrigation cess
and introduction of new irrigation
techniques (e.g. sprinkler, drip etc.)
and their application
To make recommendations in
formulating guidelines in respect of
carrying out repairs to the old projects
(ex-malgujari and other tanks/
projects) and expediting completion of
lingering projects.
To decide policy of capital
mobilisation for building storages to
meet the water demands of growing
urbanisation and industrialisation and
to recommend remedial measures to
mitigate the effect, if any, on irrigation
as a result thereof
Presently, the CAD works are being
undertaken on a few certain projects.
The policy of extending this facility to
all the completed irrigation projects
considered.
To make recommendations as to
formulate
policy
for
evolving
guidelines for promoting participatory
irrigation management and the manner
in which the transfer of Irrigation
distribution network be effected.
To offer recommendations regarding
the policy of examining the ongoing
irrigation works from the view point
of financial returns, policy of exacting
betterment levy and economic &
financial criteria pertinent to annual
maintenance & repairs

Chapter/Topic

6.5 Modern Methods of Irrigation
6.6 Conjunctive Use of Water
6.9 Evaluation of Distributio network
7.3 Utilisation of Irrigation Potential
7.4 Water Logged and Salt Affected
Lands
8.5 Changes Required (to be brought
about) in Irrigation Act
9.9 Assessment and Recovery
(of irrigation charges)

7.5 Renovation and Modernisation of
Old Projects
7.6 Restructuring of Ex-Malguzari
Tanks
10.2 Drinking Water supply and
People’s Participation
10.4 Water for Thermal Power
Generation
10.6 Reuse of Water
10.7 Water for Non-Irrigation use and
its Impact on Irrigation
7.1 (CADA) Concept
7.2 (CADA) Organisation

7.8 Participatory Irrigation
Management
8.5 Changes Required (to be brought
about) in Irrigation Act

9.2 Economics of Irrigation Projects
9.3 Funding Needs of Irrigation
Development
9.8 Expenditure on O&M
9.9 Assessment & Recovery (of
irrigation charges)
9.10 Betterment Levy
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Sr.
No.
11

12

TOR

To consider other pertinent issues
necessary to bring about economic
development and overall prosperity in
irrigated areas of Maharashtra

Chapter/Topic
9.11 Allied Income from Reservoirs
3.1 National Water Policy and
Related Strategies
3.2 Sub-basinwise
Approach
to
Development
4.9 Agrobased Industries in Irrigation
Sector
10.10 Fishery
11.0 Watershed Development
13.0 Restructuring of the Irrigation
Department
13.4 Mainline Services
9.5 Capital
Mobilisation
for
Irrigation.

To offer recommendations on subjects
found necessary by the Hon’ble Chief
Minister and Hon’ble Irrigation
Minister apart from those enlisted in
the foregoing by incorporating the
same in the TOR
Notes: 1) All the topics covered in the Report are not included in the aforesaid list. Only
those topics are indicated which have a direct and important bearing on the TOR.
2) All the appendixes referred to are incorporated in the Volume III.
---oOo---

CHAPTER 14
IMPORTANT RECOMMENDATIONS
Sr. No.

1

Recommendation

2.

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

3

4

Chapter 1: Preface
Chapter 2: Maharashtra and Its Water Resources
1

Take up an independent programme to make
available to all the exhaustive information about
glorious tradition of irrigation practices in
Maharashtra.

2.1.16

1 st decade

2

Establish raingauge stations for each of the
identified watersheds in Maharashtra.

2.5.3

1 st decade

3

To review long range changes in rainfall and
to undertake study of mountain ranges and their
orientations, shapes & types of clouds and winds etc.,
an independent agency under the control of Chief
Engineer (Hydrology) is called for. The same agency
should undertake measurements of evaporation,
compilation and analysis of data in various subbasins.

2.5.5

1 st decade

4

Policy of exploitation of water resources for
irrigation and non-irrigation uses (agrobased, nonagrobased industries & trades etc.) should be so
formulated as to check migration of population from
rural to urban areas and promote decentralisation of
population. Alongwith, emphasis on production and
employment generation in the primary sector
(agriculture sector) should be shifted to secondary
and tertiary industries / trades by large scale decentralisation in various districts.

2.6.2

2nd decade

2.6.16
2.6.17

5

Detailed sub-basinwise hydrological studies
be taken up forthwith.

2.7.4

6

While sizing storages as a part of water
planning of water resources development projects,
storages be based on annual average or lower
dependable yield even below than that wherever
necessary with due observance of the economic
feasibility criteria. The 75% dependability criterion is
devoid of any basis.

2.8.9

7

Assessment of realistic potential based on

2.9.4

1 st decade

Sr. No.

1

Recommendation

2.
ground water storage capacity of the aquifer in the
identified watersheds be done so as to assess
availability of groundwater. Estimation of
groundwater potential be carried out microwatershedwise. Annual report be published
indicating status of groundwater availability per
watershed.

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

3

4

2.9.8

Chapter 3: Basin-Wise Planning And Management of Water
8

The State’s policy pertinent to water-related
use should be clear and it be made to include the
following provisions:
a) Integrated planning of water ensuring increasing
storage so as to enable its use to the fullest limit
possible.

1 st decade

3.1.1

b) Responsibility of ensuring coordination in the
various uses of water to clearly rest on a sole (the
Irrigation) department.

3.1.2

c) Instituting a standing set up to resolve water
related disputes.

3.1.3

d) Indications as to the directives & doctrines
enabling expansion of benefited area (by means
of lift etc.) of irrigation projects.

3.1.4

e) Modus operandi for maintaining minimum flows
in the rivers throughout the year.

3.1.4

f) Ban on transfer of irrigated land for nonagricultural use.

3.1.6

9

Planning & management of water resources
development in Maharashtra be carried out subbasinwise.

3.2.1

1 st decade

10

Principles propounded in the National Water
Policy (1987) envisaging all-pervading water
resources planning be practised while undertaking
sub-basinwise planning. Cropping pattern should be
chosen so as to be compatible to climatic conditions
in the respective sub-basin.

3.3.4

1 st decade

3.3.10

Sr. No.

1
11

12

Recommendation

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

3

4

Only that is to be grown which is naturally
conducive and least expensive. Details pertinent to
favourable crop planning be spelt out which are
consistent with sub-basinwise natural availability and
climatic conditions.

4.3.10

1 st decade

Sub-basins in the State be categorised
according to the availability of natural water into:

4.2.11

1 st decade

3.3.9

1 st decade

2.

4.3.16

(a) highly deficit (b) deficit (c) normal (d) surplus
and (e) abundant.
The cultivable area of Maharashtra falls subdivided into these categories as per following:
Highly deficit: 13%, Deficit: 32%, Normal:
34%, Surplus: 6% and Abundant: 15%. For deficit
sub-basins alongwith – economically viable
interbasin water transfers, sanction to irrigation on
drip and less water intensive crops only; total ban on
perennial crops barring horticulture - less water
intensive economic activities be promoted. In deficit
sub-basins, by giving reconsideration to the cropping
pattern less water intensive crops and drip irrigation
be encouraged. Reuse of water be emphasised in subbasins where water availability is normal. Perennial
crops be permitted under exceptional circumstances
provided it be supported with groundwater. In
surplus sub-basins the cropping system is to provide
for general permission to perennials. All kinds of
water use be liberally permitted in abundant subbasins. Especially high water-intensive industrial
projects, nuclear reactors/thermal power stations be
promoted in such sub-basins.
13

Quality monitoring of surface and ground
water should be regularly exercised. Where influence
of pollution is apparent, a phased programme of
improving water quality should be undertaken
forthwith.

Sr. No.

1
14

Recommendation

2.
In order to accomplish planning and
regulation of water management of basins / subbasins, a 3-tier system be set up comprising:

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

3

4

3.4.5

immediate

3.4.5

2nd decade

1) Watershed committee,
2) Sub-basin planning and regulation committee,
3) Maharashtra Water Commission
15

Responsibility of planning and regulation of
watershed
development
and
groundwater
development shall rest with the Groundwater Survey
and Development Agency. All minor tanks (village
level projects) with irrigation area upto 100 hectare
should be entrusted to Gram Panchayat for their
survey, investigation, planning, construction,
maintenance and management, while minor irrigation
projects between 100 to 1000 hectare irrigation
potential should be enthrusted to Taluka Panchayat
Samitis. Taluka should be considered as a unit for
planning and management of groundwater
development, watershed development and drinking
water supply by imbuing in operational capability.
Projects with 1000 to 10,000 hectare irrigation
potential should be termed as medium projects and
those having irrigation potential more than 10,000
hectare as major projects. Responsibility of planning
and management of medium and major projects
should rest with the State Government.

8.2.36
8.2.42
5.1.17

16

It is essential to transfer water from water
surplus regions to water deficit regions. Interstate as
well as intrastate water transfer schemes be pursued
from the considerations of economic viability.

3.5.2

2nd decade

17

Keeping this in view, studies of the following
schemes be carried out:

3.5.4

3 rd decade

Vaitarna (North Konkan) -Darna (Upper
Godavari)
Upper Krishna (West) - Remaining Bhima
Damanganga - Upper Godavari
Par (With Nar) - Girna / Upper Godavari
Middle Wainganga – Lower Godavari.

Sr. No.

1

Recommendation

2.

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

3

4

18

Instead of waiting for the proportional
contributory funding from the Andhra Pradesh,
Maharashtra should finish completion of Lendi and
Lower Painganga Projects enabling the use of
allocated water.

3.6.2

1 st decade

19

Interstate, multipurpose projects namely
Inchampalli, Bhopalpattanam, Khariya Gutighat
should be commissioned early by pursuing the
concerned states.

3.6.2

1 st decade

20

To expedite interstate projects, restructuring
of Interstate Control Board should be undertaken by
inducting representatives of the beneficiaries from
the states concerned.

3.6.3

immediate

21

A unit be constituted under the Chief
Engineer (Hydrology), Nashik to undertake study of
water resources development meant for interbasin
water transfers.

3.7.6

immediate

Chapter-4: Agriculture And Irrigation
22

Programme of preparing village maps based
on latest scientific classification of soils should be
implemented forthwith.

4.1.4

1 st decade

23

Field planning and regulation of water for
irrigation will have to be undertaken by adopting
scientific classification of soils. In order to
accomplish that, a revision of Irrigation Act and
Rules be undertaken so as to contain a provision of
recognising the scientific classification of soils while
framing irrigation programme.
It is essential to undertake an intensive
scientific research in respect of following items
related to the characteristics of soils with reference to
irrigation for more careful planning.
a) Physical, chemical and biological processes of
black cotton soils
b) Water holding capacity and consistency of murum
c) Availability of natural soil moisture within root
zone of crops in different regions and in different
types of soils
d) Natural process of water uptake by the crops
through roots.
As the flow irrigation facilities are created

4.1.12

1 st decade

24

25

2nd decade
.

4.1.3
4.1.7
4.1.7
4.1.7
4.2.8

2nd decade

Sr. No.

Recommendation

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

1

2.
through public investment, it would be just to have
the benefit accrued to a maximum possible area and
an equally large number of cultivators as well.

3

4

26

Planning and regulation of irrigation in deficit
/ highly deficit sub-basins should here-in-after be
accomplished by reframing the same solely with
reference to eight-monthly cropping pattern.

4.2.15

1 st decade

27

No change in irrigation area be made even if
the reservoir yield falls short by 20%, the deficit be
made to share over the entire intended area instead.

4.3.21

1 st decade

28

Provision of en route reservoirs be made
along the canals at appropriate locations.

4.3.22

3 rd decade

29

Having provided for the needs of domestic
consumption from water of 90% dependability, the
remaining be used on priority for the long term crop
system like orchards.

4.3.23

2nd decade

30

Agricultural education related to irrigation
should not be limited to technology aiming at
increasing the production . Subjects like storage
facilities, marketing, processing and export of
agricultural produce should form the part of the
curriculum.

4.3.26

1 st decade

31

Grants to the extent of ½ % should be
earmarked to the universities /agricultural
universities to conduct irrigation related research and
the same be made available by the project authorities
by considering it as a part of the cost of the project so
undertaken.
In order to increase per hectare yield of
irrigated land:
a) Modern agricultural technology be adopted in
irrigated areas.
b) Intercropping cultivation be practised.
c) Pilot projects be undertaken periodically on a
continued basis.

4.3.26

1 st decade

32

4.4.6
4.4.8
4.4.9

Sr. No.

1

Recommendation

2.

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

3

4

33

Irrigation facility be made available even to
the rainfed fruit crops for an initial period of 3 years.
Thereafter the very facility be extended to fruit crops
elsewhere in order to increase the area under fruit
crops

4.5.1

1 st decade

34

An independent cell on the subject “Urban
Irrigation” for areas under urban influence falling in
commands of irrigation projects be set up in
Mantralaya with the joint responsibility of Irrigation,
Urban Development and Revenue departments to
address and initiate timely solutions to problems
related to irrigation development.

4.7.5

2nd decade

35

To store agricultural produce from irrigated
areas, warehouses and cold storages should be set up
in the vicinity and in the ‘co-operative complexes ‘
as an essential part of Command Area Development
Programme.

4.8.1

3 rd decade

36

Representative
of
the
Warehousing
Corporation should be on the executive committee of
the Command Area Development Authority.

4.8.1

immediate

37

Communication infrastructure connecting
areas of production, villages and market yards should
be developed as a part of the Command Area
Development Programme.

4.8.3

1 st decade

38

Representatives of Irrigation and Agriculture
Departments should be taken on the agricultural
produce marketing committees in the command areas
of irrigation projects by amending the Maharashtra
State Sales / Purchase Rules.

4.8.5

1 st decade

39

For effective regulation of unregulated
markets there should be Government representatives
along with the farmers on the market regulation
committees within the marketing systems.

4.8.5

1 st decade

40

Information about demand and prices of
commodities to be either exported or sold elsewhere
in the country should be broadcast regularly through
communication media such as television / radio .

4.8.5

immediate

Sr. No.

1

Recommendation

2.

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

3

4

41

The programme of setting up of storage
facility and processing industries for agricultural
produce on co-operative basis in the command areas
should be taken up in hand through the command
area development authorities.

4.9.1

2nd decade

42

Setting up of cotton spinning and textile mills
should be promoted in cotton growing regions.

4.9.3

2nd decade

43

Students pursuing studies in rural areas
should be imparted training by amending the
curriculum so as to be useful for the newly arising
needs of irrigation and agro-based industrial
development in order to generate appropriate trained
manpower.

4.9.4

1 st decade

44

No new sugar factories be undertaken in the
area of deficit and highly deficit sub-basins.

4.10.4

immediate

45

Possibility of shifting sugar factories which
are either closed down due to non-availability of
sugar cane or operate for a very short period of the
year to areas where water is available in surplus and
agro-climatic conditions are conducive to the growth
of sugar cane be explored.

4.10.4

1 st decade

46

Special attention should be paid to ensure
quality crop production in the irrigated areas having
regard to the growing needs of international market.

4.11.4

1 st decade

47

The Department of Agriculture should
disseminate to farmers and organisations thereof
from time to time the information in respect of
agricultural produce which has export potential in the
world market, quality standards thereof, production
techniques and prices that can be fetched therefrom
and terms & conditions pertinent to exports.

4.12.2

1 st decade

48

For enhancing the production of agricultural
export quality produce in irrigated commands and
also for grading, procuring, packing, storing and
transportation thereof, basic facilities should be
provided.

4.12.3

2nd decade

Sr. No.

1

Recommendation

2.

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

3

4

4.12.4

1 st decade

49

In order to enable the farmers to reap benefits
of global market, a strong State level organisation of
farmers should be set up having its branches at taluka
level and functioning in liaison with the marketing
organisation of the State Government.

50

Having regard to the competition in the
4.12.4
international market, scientists in Agricultural
Universities should extend guidance for increasing
productivity and improving quality of produce
having export potential.
Chapter-5: Planning And Construction Of Irrigation Projects
Provision should be made in the project
5.1.5
estimates for undertaking in-depth studies pertinent
to the multifaceted aspects of key importance. Such
studies be conducted by seeking cooperation of
regional universities/ colleges in the locales.

2nd decade

Time - costs - benefits - all three should be
integrated skilfully so as to phase completion of
projects with every phase of five years to cater for
creation of irrigation potential of 10000 hectares. The
investment in the project should be planned with a
time frame in 5 years’ periods accordingly. The
major projects should be planned in such a manner as
to make accrual of maximum benefits with minimum
investment possible.

5.1.6

immediate

53

The economic viability of lift irrigation
schemes be judged upon the actual cost of electricity
(irrespective of subsidies, if any) and the
benefits/costs be determined accordingly.

5.1.6

immediate

54

Growing social needs and multipurpose
planning calls for inevitable changes in the scope of
the irrigation projects. In view of this, changes in the
investigation organisation are also called for. It,
therefore, warrants involvement of agricultural
experts, economists and social scientists at the
Irrigation Projects Investigation Circle level. For
better formulation of the project, an elaborate review
of the socio-economic status of the projected
command area should necessarily be incorporated in
a project report.

5.1.8

1 st decade

55

State-wide maps with 1 m contour interval

5.1.9

1 st decade

51

52

immediate

5.7.6
9.3.3

Sr. No.

Recommendation

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

1

2.
required
for
groundwater
use,
watershed
development and development of irrigation be got
prepared within the coming 10 years’ period.

3

4

56

Conceptual framework of projects being
planned should be elucidated to the public through
the workshops by the Planning and Regulation
Committees functioning for the sub-basins and invite
their suggestions. After going in for deliberations in
pursuant of these suggestions various alternatives be
weighed upon and detailed field investigation and
studies be undertaken. Establishing rapport with the
masses before formulation of a project - as an
essential step - should be included in the Maharashtra
Public Works Manual.

5.1.12

1 st decade

57

History of a project creation should be
documented by compiling the record of all milestone events in the life of a project right from the
project formulation through its useful life till the time
of reaping entire envisaged benefits therefrom. An
independent unit therefore be made to function for
each sub-basin in the Project Investigation
Organisation.

5.1.12

1 st decade

58

The channel of the conveyance system having
discharge capacity upto 1 cumec be regarded as a
minor, that up to 10 cumec be a distributary while
beyond that as canal.
As an ‘irrigation area’ is prone to change
according to the cropping pattern being practised, the
revised
categorisation
of
water
resources
development projects be customerised as per the
following by applying the criterion of project water
storage capacity in lieu of that i) Major projects: having more than 100 Mm3 live
storage
ii) Medium Projects: having live storage 10 to 100
Mm3
iii) Minor projects: having live storage 1 to 10 Mm3
iv) local (village level): having up to 1 Mm3 live
storage.

5.1.17

immediate

5.1.20

1 st decade

59

Sr. No.

1

Recommendation

2.

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

3

4

60

Decentralisation of the Central Forest &
Environment Advisory Committee is warranted.
Besides, induction of experts having appreciation of
needs of national development in its totality into two
different committees - one on environment and the
other on land with the Forest Department is utmost
essential. Such committees be constituted
regionwise.

5.2.15

1 st decade

61

A consideration to exploring the possibility of
more remunerative alternative uses of fertile and
table land along the banks of Wainganga River in
Vidarbha which is in possession of the Forest
Department be given. Instead of keeping the land –
reckoned as shruby forest (zudupi jungle) - with the
Forest Department, it be regarded as general purpose
Government land belonging to the Revenue
Department like that in other states (e.g. Madhya
Pradesh). A good use be made of such land for
substitute afforestation.

5.2.15

1 st decade

62

There is abundant water in Wainganga Basin;
the land is fertile; conditions are favourable for
hydro-power generation. In order not to get this tribal
area mired in backwardness and to give impetus to
projects progress of which is stalled by the Forest
Conservation Act, it is required to revamp the
prevailing law with a comprehensive and
development-oriented new law.

5.2.15

1 st decade

63.

The Forest Department should apprise the
acquiring bodies who keep at disposal of the former
the funds for substitute afforestation from time to
time as to the manner in which the funds are spent.

5.2.16

immediate

64

To increase density of forest cover, the
concept of ‘irrigated forests’ should be fostered in
area around the projects.

5.2.17

1 st decade

65

The prevailing extreme procedure of
acquiring forest land for projects is entirely
dependent on the whims of the Forest Department.
Reforms be undertaken in it forthwith. The Act
coming in way of the broad developmental process
and the unilateral modus operendi with which it is
being implemented be abrogated forthwith. Instead, a
pro-development and truly environment-conscious ‘

5.2.12

immediate

5.2.20

Sr. No.

Recommendation

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

1

2.
Forest Development System’ be brought in the place
immediately. .

3

4

66

In order to entail development of irrigated
forestry on the land along canal banks and d/s of
reservoirs, an independent Forest Conservation Unit
be constituted within the Irrigation Department to be
guided by the experts from the Forest Department.

4.6.4

2nd decade

Instead of cultivating the strip of ‘gal per’
land located within 1 to 1.5 m of the submergence
near the full reservoir level, cultivators should be
encouraged to develop it as a forest land. It is
essential to have a joint action committee comprising
Irrigation / Forest / Revenue Departments to create
forest belts around project reservoirs. Irrigation
Department should take initiative in constituting such
a committee.

4.6.7

68

In order to render the development projects
operational sooner so as to enable accrual of benefits
therefrom earlier; to reduce the cost of the projects to
minimum and to impart fair justice to the project
affected persons, the process of land acquisition must
be entrusted in its entirety to acquiring bodies only
(by transferring the requisite staff from the Revenue
Department having land acquiring powers and
competency in accordance with the Land Acquisition
Act to the Irrigation Department).

5.3.10

immediate

69

There should be a village level committee to
fix the land price by negotiations. It is to include,
among others, representatives of farm owners, local
voluntary organisations and officials from the
Irrigation, Revenue and Agriculture Departments. An
experienced and expert person with nongovernmental and non-political standing be
appointed as its Chairman. Prices decided by this
committee should be regarded as final. An appeal
against it could only be allowed in the High Court.

5.3.11

immediate

70

The village body should be offered
compensation for gairan or government land to
enable it to develop the same for alternative
activities.

5.3.11

1 st decade

71

The farmers whose lands have been acquired

5.3.13

immediate

67

4.6.8

3 rd decade

5.5.3

Sr. No.

Recommendation

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

1

2.
should be provided with an adequate alternative land.
An irrigation facility in accordance with the
principles of equitable water distribution pertaining
to that sub- basin should also be extended from the
irrigation project to enable the project affected
farmers to become beneficiaries of the project.

3

4

72

At least one member from a family likely to
be project affected as a result of displacement or
acquisition of land (the land left over being less than
1 ha) should be provided an employment befitting to
one’s qualification and experience prior to holding
possession of one’s house and land. However, such
jobs should be made available in all government,
semi-government, government-aided institutions,
municipalities, municipal corporations, industrial
centres (being beneficiaries by the project), schools,
colleges, co-operative sector, sugar factories,
industrial sector, corporations etc. However, families
from which at least one member already has a job in
one of the aforementioned organisations prior to
becoming project affected or during the same period
should not be considered eligible for availing of this
facility.

5.3.12

immediate

73

Responsibility
of
rehabilitation
and
resettlement of project affected persons should be
entrusted to the very Irrigation Department which is
devolved the responsibility of completing the project.

5.4.9

immediate

74

A provision should be made in the act to the
effect that every displaced /project affected family
should be provided free of cost a well-constructed
pucca house of atleast 25 square metre area on the
plot allotted to them in the resettled village.

5.4.9

immediate

75

An advisory committee of people from the
vicinity of a project, who are conscious, socially
committed, apolitical, non-governmental and ready
to offer voluntary services be formed for rendering
guidance and supervising rehabilitation activities.

5.4.10

immediate

76

A standing committee should be appointed as
a part of Dam Safety Organisation’s work to pursue
the long term seismicity on a continuing basis.
Representatives of universities which are interested
to undertake special studies in this subject be co-

5.5.3

1 st decade

5.4.10

Sr. No.

Recommendation

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

3

4

1

2.
opted on this committee.

77

Review
of
implementation
of
the
environmental protection measures as per the check
list circulated by the Central Water Commission for
projects is required to be undertaken from time to
time. A joint committee of the 4 viz. the departments
of Irrigation, Environment, Forest, and Rehabilitation
& Resettlement constituted with the Chief Engineer
(Hydrology) as its convenor. This committee should
prepare annual report in this regard.

5.5.3

I st decade

78

A contractor on the construction works who
is devoid of any recognised technical expertise is
mainly instrumental in adversely affecting the
construction quality and causing disregard to the
technical requirements. To eliminate entry of such
contractors, bring into practice the legality of
detailed terms and conditions contained in tenders in
all the transactions by making the same more specific
and effective.

5.6.12

immediate

79

Responsibility of testing quality of canal
water, preparing annual inspection reports and on
getting danger signals suggesting preventive
repairing measures, should be entrusted to the
Directorate of Irrigation Research and Development.

4.7.7

1 st decade

80

A project be treated as completed if creation
of the planned irrigation potential, completion of
command area works and fulfilment of the objectives
pertinent to socio-economic, technical and
agricultural production as envisaged in the project
planning are realised. A compatible organisational
restructuring be brought about into the project system
by interlinking all the three-social, economical and
technical-needs.

5.7.5

1 st decade

Ongoing projects which are under
construction and intended benefits are being accrued
partly should be called as incomplete projects. While
projects under construction but accrual of intended
benefits in case of which have not yet commenced be
called as projects under construction.

5.7.5

81

5.7.6

immediate

Sr. No.

1
82

Recommendation

2.
The following criteria, in general, be adopted
in determining priority in respect of completion of
incomplete projects and those under construction;

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

3

4

5.7.6

immediate

a) favourable response being mustered from the
benefited areas for rehabilitation of those
displaced
b) response exhibited by the water users’
associations in sharing the cost of distribution
network
c) response as to the participation of project
beneficiaries in use of water
d) response in recovery of water charges from the
beneficiaries where irrigation is already
commenced.
83

All water resources projects (major, medium
and minor etc.) in highly deficit and deficit subbasins be completed on priority in the coming five
years.

5.7.6

by 2005

84

All medium and minor projects belonging to
the sub-basins of normal category (from the point of
view of availability of water) be completed in the
coming five years.

5.7.6

by 2005

85

At least one major or one medium project
from each sub-basin be taken up for its completion in
accordance with the definition already spelt out.

5.7.6

immediate

86

Having undertaken a comparative review of
irrigation potential created through either irrigation
projects or other means (ground water, watershed
development, reuse of water etc.) vis-à-vis utilisation
thereof, the priority of completing works in the subbasins be determined on the basis of which mode has
greater scope in this respect in a particular sub-basin.

5.7.7

I st decade

87

In order to have properly recorded the
developmental changes occurring in vicinity of
projects as an outcome of impoundments behind
dams and distribution network for irrigation, the
concept of influence area be accepted in lieu of the
conventional concept of command area.

5.8.5

immediate

Sr. No.

1

Recommendation

2.

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

3

4

88

A detailed overview in respect of various uses
of water within the influence area of every irrigation
project be undertaken at least once in a 5 years’
period. Besides this, a standing arrangement be set
up for assessing socio-economic and environmental
status in an influence area which will accomplish
exercise every 10 years. The academic institutes in
the area be devolved this responsibility. For
undertaking such surveys separate financial
assistance be provided by the irrigation management
wing of the project.

5.8.5

1 st decade

89

Large reservoirs should not be considered
merely as irrigation projects but should be planned as
an infrastructural facility for comprehensive
development of the area. Record of use of water from
large reservoirs for purposes other than irrigation
should be maintained. Efforts be made to ensure a
balanced development by streamlining nonirrigation uses of water.

5.9.9

1 st decade

90

The project officers should maintain projectwise account of receipts and expenditure ( capital
and revenue) through various sources and
organisations. Having created a post of an accounts
officer in the offices of Superintending Engineers
and Chief Engineers for this an independent account
unit be set up in respective offices for such
accounting.

5.10.7

immediate

91

Sub-basin wise system be set up for revision
of water charges as well as schedule of rates of the
construction items in accordance with the changes in
capital investment and revenue expenditure as a
result of escalation.

5.10.8

immediate

Chapter-6: Water Distribution And Management
92

The Dam Safety Organisation submits to the
Government the health status reports of dams in the
State. This report be lent a formal statutory status.

6.1.7

1 st decade

93

The sub-basins having more than 50 large
dams should have an independent inspection unit
working under the Dam Safety Organisation.

6.1.11

1 st decade

Sr. No.

1

Recommendation

2.

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

3

4

94

The Dam Safety Organisation should lay
down a modus operandi in respect of maintenance of
minor irrigation projects and percolation tanks and
circulate a working manual for the same.

6.1.13

1 st decade

95

There should be a mobile unit for the
maintenance and repairs of dams. A separate dam
safety unit be created within the Zilla Parishads for
undertaking regular inspection, safety improvement
and repairs of the dams with Zilla Parishads which
are 15 m or more in height. The Dam Safety
Organisation of the Irrigation Department should
render technical guidance to the aforesaid safety unit.

6.1.15

immediate

8.2.38

1 st decade

96

Maximising agricultural productivity of unit
quantum of water should be upheld by the
Department as the objective of irrigation
management. Performance evaluation from this
viewpoint be undertaken from time to time and the
findings brought out.

6.1.16

1 st decade

97

For measuring transit losses of a canal an
exclusive unit should be there with the central
organisation like the Maharashtra Engineering
Research Institute (MERI). This Institute should
undertake delineating the canal transit losses of all
major and medium projects at least once in 10 years.

6.1.19

1 st decade

98

The completed irrigation programme is still
being prepared in the same old traditional and
methodical style for a season and year ending. The
practice be radically changed by employing revised
monitoring & evaluation techniques so as to bring out
a report projecting the real state of affairs. Also
modified forms be evolved by undertaking review of
various forms and format being used in irrigation
management.

6.1.22

immediate

99

Exclusive guidelines be evolved for
undertaking construction of canal & distribution
network and subsequent maintenance & repairs so as
to be of assistance in improving quality of works and
repairs thereof and maintaining the conveyance
capacity.

6.1.26

immediate

Sr. No.

1

Recommendation

2.

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

3

4

100

The works of desilting of canals, removing
of grass and cleaning the canal sections etc. should be
carried out as per the decisions of the joint committee
of representatives of water user societies and
Government officials. The joint committee should
conduct inspection of these works.

6.1.27

1 st decade

101

Norms for maintenance and repairs should not
be the same all over the State. They should be
compatible to the needs of regional and geographical
conditions. Provision for maintenance and repairs of
distribution network system in black cotton soil areas
having annual rainfall more than 800 mm should be
50% more than for other areas.

6.1.30

1 st decade

For major and medium projects, distributaries
having carrying capacity 1 cumec or less should be
entrusted to water user societies for irrigation
management. The extent of area of a water users’
society be raised to 1000 hectares.

6.1.32

103

It is going to be beneficial to set up a piped
distribution system to curb wastage and evaporation
loss, and to give impetus to irrigation methods like
drip and sprinkler. Capital investment needed for this
be borne by water users’ societies and Government is
to promote the practice by funding it partly.

6.1.33

1 st decade

104

In order to maintain quality of water in
reservoirs use of chemical fertilizers and pesticides
should be totally banned while granting permission
for cultivation of gal per land.

6.2.4

1 st decade

105

On shallow lands in the command areas,
supplementary arrangement of farm ponds for storing
water be made.

6.3.9

1 st decade

106

Instead of applying an uniform rotation period
throughout the State, the same should be determined
project-specific by basing on land, water and
cropping pattern. One advisory committee
comprising an agricultural officer, experts from
agricultural universities with the Executive Engineer
as Chairman be set up on each project to decide the
rotation period of irrigation. The rotation period is
suggested by the committee be lent legal backing.

6.3.9

1 st decade

102

13.2.7

1 st decade

7.8.5

Sr. No.

1

Recommendation

2.

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

3

4

107

An extensive training programme for farmers,
farm labourers and especially women be
implemented to educate them about appropriate
irrigation practices such as basin, ridge & furrow and
border irrigation taking into account the crop, its
growth stage, soil type, land slope, crop water
requirement etc.

6.4.5

2nd decade

108

In order to promote the adoption of modern
irrigation methods for water use through lift from
reservoirs, canals, rivers and wells in the command
areas, concession in water charges per cubic metre be
extended.

6.5.10

immediate

109

It be made obligatory to undertake inspection
of the quality (to be conducted in BIS recognised
laboratory only) of the irrigation sets and their spare
parts prior to their sale.

6.5.11

immediate

110

In order to carry out research on continued
basis in manufacture and design of micro-irrigation
devices and their spare parts, a research and
development centre be set up under the Directorate of
Irrigation Research and Development. The centre
should impart guidance to the new undertaking by
establishing linkages with the manufacturers
interested in the manufacture of such devices. For the
extension of modern irrigation techniques, imparting
guidance and offering maintenance services, a
modern irrigation service centre be established in
each district or sub-basin under the agencies of the
Agricultural Department.

6.5.11

1 st decade

111

Review of experience gained and deficiencies
noticed in modern irrigation technology be taken and
a report be published every 5 years. As a constituent
member of the National Irrigation Committee,
WALMI should undertake performance evaluation
study of modern irrigation techniques.

6.5.10

1 st decade

Sr. No.

1

Recommendation

2.

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

3

4

112

Based on planning of number of wells in the
area served by each minor, programme of taking up
new wells be implemented. Provision should be made
in the Act to exercise control in respect of the
overuse of groundwater in the command areas. For
this the Irrigation Department be empowered
suitably.

6.6.5

1 st decade

113

Water from public canal system should be
given to water users’ societies on volumetric basis
and water rates be charged accordingly. Farmers of
the society be allowed to go in for conjunctive use of
well and canal water. The Act and rules be amended
in the light of this.

6.6.6

immediate

114

Till the time water users’ societies become
operational, all wells in the commands be charged by
an act. The present limit of 35 metre distance be
removed as it has no scientific substantiation.

115

At least one post of hydro-geologist should be
created in the sub-division of irrigation management
in command area.

6.6.7

1 st decade

The planning for hot weather be
accomplished in case at least 51% water users’
societies or land holders under a project extend
demand for water in that season for growing seasonal
crops out of water saved in Kharif and Rabi seasons
(Having deducted losses).

6.6.8

immediate

6.7.3

1 st decade

116

117

118

119

An extensive programme of assessment of
evaporation losses from reservoirs and canals, on
fields and in river flows should be undertaken under
the control of Chief Engineer (Hydrology).

6.6.6

Water for irrigation should be supplied only
to water
users’ societies. There should be no
sanction of water for an individual cultivator. The
Irrigation Act be amended accordingly.

6.8.9

The use of remote sensing technique be made
to verify the extent of area irrigated. The capability of
MERI should be enhanced to ensure the wider use of
remote sensing technique.

6.8.13

7.8.3

6.8.14

immediate

1 st decade

2nd decade

Sr. No.

1

Recommendation

2.

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

3

4

120

Annual report of measurement of the irrigated
areas be compiled projectwise and sub-basinwise and
be published regularly. Having compiled and
verified, the information of annual land use of the
entire State be published by the Revenue Department
in a consolidated form every 5 years.

6.8.15

1 st decade

121

A cell for evaluation of on-farm distribution
of water be set up in WALMI.

6.9.7

1 st decade

122

One standing flood status information cell be
created in the Irrigation Department for unifying,
compiling and analysing the flood data. A
hydrologist, a resettlement officer and an officer from
the funding agency be inducted in the quorum of the
centre.

6.10.4

1 st decade

123

In order to make possible the location-specific
enforcement of measures of flood plain management
in Maharashtra, a formal law of flood plain
management be enacted.

6.10.6

1 st decade

124

Provisions in the Flood Plain Zoning Model
Bill should be made applicable to urban areas early.
As already suggested in the National Water Policy,
master plan of flood control and its management be
framed for every river. Every municipality/ municipal
corporation should finalise action plan from the view
point of safety of areas adjoining the urban river
banks.

6.10.6

1 st decade

125

Before the onset of monsoon every year,
officers and staff responsible for maintenance of
dams should undergo training as a part of refresher
courses in respect of implementation of emergency
action plans. Similarly, framing of a detailed manual
for regulation of floods flowing past a series of dams,
disseminating the same and establishing a wireless
communication and computer network should be the
main task in the ensuing 10 years.

6.10.7

1 st decade

Sr. No.

1
126

127

128

Recommendation

2.
In order to create an adequate awareness in
society in respect of the rules, arrangement and
instructions for operation of crest gates of dams in a
river regime, such rules and regulatory mechanism
be given enough publicity. An atmosphere
conducive to proper appreciation of the background
behind the planned inhibitions on developmental
works in flood plain areas be created through
seminars, news paper articles etc. Wide use of
audio-visual means be made in this respect.
As the gorges of rivers in Vidarbha are very
narrow in relation to the likely expanses of huge
floods, while undertaking reservoir planning afresh
there, the crest gates and the flood lift level behind
the dam be determined in conjunction with the flood
planning and planning of adjacent flood plain area.
Assessment of storage capacity (due to
silting) of every reservoir be undertaken after 25
years of commissioning of the project for the first
time and after every 10 years thereafter. In order to
make good the reduction in capacity as a result of
sedimentation, planning of new storages on u/s and
d/s reaches be undertaken and implemented
forthwith.

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

3

4

6.10.8

1 st decade

6.10.13

6.10.10

1 st decade

6.11.6

2nd decade

7.1.14

immediate

Chapter 7: Command Area Development
129

Command Area Development Authority is a
pioneering
organisation
for
comprehensive
development of the command area. Therefore, its
nature should be multidisciplinary. This concept be
made applicable to all types of projects viz. major,
medium and minor.

Sr. No.

1

Recommendation

2.

130

Instead of allowing to rest the control of
authority exclusively in the hands of officers of
Irrigation Department alone, it be entrusted to such
trained officers who could pursue the CAD works
with a wide and holistic perspective. Prior to the
appointment of such officers in the authorities, they
be imparted special training in WALMI in regard to
the Agriculture and Economics and in Engineering
Staff College in Management as well. The
administrators on these authorities be appointed as
per nominations put forth by the selection committee.

131

For effecting coordination, monitoring and
guidance in respect of command area development
works, there be a 3-tier system as per the following:
•At field level – Project Progress Committee.
•At CADA.level- Expanded Executive Committee.
•At State level-Command Area Development
Council.
To speed up the setting up of water users’
societies, there be an exclusive division in each
CADA under the control of officers from the Cooperative Department. A guide group of experienced
persons from the locality be formed for extending
assistance thereto. To increase efficiency of the
officers of other departments working on deputation
in CADA, they be empowered on par with their
counterparts in the parent departments.

132

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

3

4

7.2.3

immediate

7.2.4

immediate

7.2.5

immediate

7.2.8
13.2.19

133

Planning of command area development
works be on a long term basis. Also, the authority be
named as ‘Command Area Development and
Management Authority’ so as to make the objectives
of authorities explicit.

7.2.9

1 st decade

134

A more practical and appropriate method of
measurement of annual irrigation achieved on
groundwater be brought in to practice with the
concurrence of the Groundwater Survey &
Development Agency (GSDA), the Revenue and
Irrigation Departments.

7.3.2

1 st decade

Sr. No.

1

Recommendation

2.

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

3

4

135

In order to properly ensure use of stored
water, the charges on account of water so reserved
for whatsoever purpose be recovered in toto from the
beneficiary organisation demanding reservation
irrespective of the actual use of water. The power to
accord sanction to reservation of water should rest
with the Sub-basin Planning & Regulation
Committee.

7.3.6

immediate

136

Command area development authority should
bring out an annual report based on actual
quantification of agricultural produce from the
command area.

7.3.8

1 st decade

137

A review of irrigation potential of projects
and the actual area being irrigated be undertaken
every 10 years and necessary changes in the notified
areas be incorporated accordingly.

7.3.9

2 nd decade

138

Instead of presenting the account of irrigation
potential and utilisation thereof merely on cropped
area basis, tendering an account of the quantum of
water used be also brought into practice.

7.3.10

immediate

139

Criteria of classification as suggested by the
Government of India’s Working Group for
classifying waterlogged and salt affected areas
should also be accepted in Maharashtra. Since
irrigation and drainage are interrelated, scope of the
Irrigation Act – 1976 of Maharashtra be widened to
come out with the ‘Maharashtra Irrigation &
Drainage Act’.

7.4.2

1 st decade

Irrigation Research and Development
Directorate should undertake inspection of affected
areas in the commands of major, medium and minor
projects- yearly, biannually and quintenially
respectively and disseminate the findings thereof
among the irrigation beneficiaries and sub-basin
planning and regulation committees.

7.4.4

140

7.4.6

2 nd decade

Sr. No.

1
141

Recommendation

2.

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

3

4

Projects fulfilling following conditions be
made liable to renovation:
a) projects completing 25 years since its inception

7.5.4

2
decade

b) projects where an awareness & interest are
inculcated in the beneficiaries and formation of
WUA on atleast 50% of benefited areas is effected

nd

c) Where beneficiaries are ready to bear the 60% of
the expenditure towards improvement in new
works.
142

Tanks having irrigation potential of more
than 100 ha. Be planned afresh in consonance with
the modernisation concept. Tanks having irrigation
potential upto 100 ha be entrusted to gram
panchayats for their management while those having
irrigation potential upto 1000 ha be entrusted to
taluka panchayat samitie for management.

7.6.4

1 st decade

143

The repair works on these tanks should be
undertaken only after formation of water users’
societies for irrigation management.

7.6.4

immediate

144

The present monocropping pattern and the
water distribution system on Gond (ex-mazlgujari)
tanks be restructured in such a way that it would
enable adoption of a multi-cropping system.

7.6.5

1 st decade

145

The tanks in command areas of major and
medium projects be used as balancing and storage
tanks and the same be handed over to respective
irrigation management organisation of the project.

7.6.8

immediate

146

Following measures be undertaken to save
water and increase the area under irrigation-

1 st decade

a) use of micro irrigation system.

7.7.2

b) choice of less water intensive crops.

7.7.4

c) adoption of multi-cropping system.

7.7.5

d) ensuring even night irrigation.

7.7.7

e) keeping priority as Kharif, Rabi, and hot weather
for sanction of irrigation in that order.

7.7.8

Sr. No.

1

Recommendation

2.

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

3

4

147

A continual review is warranted so as to
apprise of the reasons as to those water users’
societies which have been successful in Maharashtra
and also those whose performance turned out to be
poor; also the causes therefor.This review is required
to be continually undertaken by the joint forum of
administrative organisation, farmers associations and
non governmental organisations which assume the
task of furthering public awareness. For this, a forum
like Indian Participatory Irrigation Management
(IndiaNPIM) sponsored by the Ministry of Water
Resources, GOI be immediately set up in
Maharashtra.

7.8.5

immediate

148

It is necessary to impart training to the
members of the office bearers of the water users’
associations in respect of working modalities of such
societies vis-a-vis their rights and responsibilities. It
is necessary to have a standing set up to provide
guidance to all such entities. The scope of WALMI’s
field activities be enhanced keeping this point in
view.

7.8.11

1 st decade

149

In order to have proper utilisation of created
irrigation potential, water users’ societies will have
to be formed in large numbers; and for this a time
bound programme will have to be drawn. The same
be given momentum by forming districtwise joint
action committees of the Irrigation, Agriculture &
Cooperative Departments.

7.8.13

1 st decade

150

The formation of water user societies should
be made obligatory while according permission for
use of water on new irrigation projects and to new
areas in respect of incomplete irrigation projects. No
sanction of water use be accorded to an individual
farmer independently and, in lieu, sanction to water
use be accorded to water user societies alone. The
formation of water users’ societies and their
performance should be considered as one of the
important criteria in judging the success of
Command Area Development Authority.

7.8.14

1 st decade

Sr. No.

1

Recommendation

2.

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

3

4

151

One Sectional Officer from irrigation
management may in general be required to handle
10-15 water users’ societies. A Programme of
imparting and completing training of the Sectional
Officers be planned forthwith. All Sectional Officers
from the Water Conservation Department, ZPs,
Panchayat Samities and Village Panchayats be
included in this training.

7.8.17

1 st decade

152

There should be a Canal Executive
Committee at the project level to accomplish
planning of canal water on an annual or seasonal
basis. The canal advisory committees which have
come into force as per the earlier rulings be
reorganised and office bearers of water users’
societies be included therein.

7.8.19

1 st decade

8.1.9

immediate

Chapter -8: Irrigation Law And Rules
153

Taluka should be regarded as an areal unit of
water distribution on the field. Following limits be
observed for equitable distribution of water in the
benefited area of highly deficit and deficit subbasins:
a) Land owners having holding less than 1 ha. @ rate
00 cum / ha
b) Land owners having holding upto 4 ha.—total
cum

8.1.15

c) Land owners having holding more than 4 ha —
cum + for holding over and above 4 ha @ 750 cum /
154

Powers under clauses 180, 181, 182, 192,
193, 204 & 212 of the Land Revenue Act have been
vested in the Executive Engineers. These clauses
should be incorporated in the Irrigation Act 1976 and
a explicit provision be made in the said Act to make
an appeal to the concerned Divisional Commissioner
against the decisions taken within the ambit of the
subject.

8.2.27
8.2.29

immediate

Sr. No.

1
155

Recommendation

2.
In order to enforce legally the Participatory
Irrigation Management everywhere the existing
Irrigation Act of 1976 should be amended forthwith.
Rules as to how water be allocated during the deficit
year be made explicit. There is a Government
Circular directing water allocation distributarywise.
The same be lent legal support.

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

3

4

8.4.3

immediate

8.5.3

156

Once the benefited area of a project is
notified minorwise and seasonwise, normal average
water quota of water be specified clearly in
volumetric measrue. The distribution of water as per
the water quota so decided, amongst the beneficiaries
be effected through water users’ societies only. A
clear provision to that effect be made in the relevant
acts and rules.

157

As it is very much essential to foster multiple
cropping pattern system in Vidarbha for the
economic development of the rural areas therein,
effecting water distribution through water users’
societies instead of through the Irrigation Agreement
System is called for.

8.4.8

immediate

158

The Clause 60 of Maharashtra Irrigation Act1976 empowers the formation of water committees
on fulfilment of certain conditions. Instead, the Act
be amended to make it obligatory to allocate water to
a system of water users’ associations only.

8.4.9

immediate

159

Unless field to field irrigation system in
regions of heavy rainfall is practically transformed in
to irrigation system with field channels, water users’
societies are not going to foster in such areas in a true
sense. Instead of adopting any one of the three
alternatives of farm water distribution in such zones
viz. field to field, pipe distribution and through field
channels, it is necessary –provided it is consented by
the beneficiaries- to go in for a mixed system
consisting of any combination of thereof which
would be economically affordable to a farmer.
Provisions aimed at promoting this be made in
irrigation rules and water rates. Exclusive provisions
for high rainfall zones, therefore, be there in the Act.

8.4.7

immediate

8.4.10

8.4.10

2nd decade

Sr. No.

1

Recommendation

2.

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

3

4

160

In view of the extreme diversity in the
climate among the sub-basins, the project canal
committees be empowered to decide upon irrigation
seasons. A clear provision as to the powers of canal
committees in this regard be incorporated in the Act.

8.4.11

immediate

161

While allocating water, the water users’
associations be delivered water on volumetric basis
and their internal distribution and assessment of
water charges would be on area basis. A clear
provision of such dual system be there in canal rules
and agreements with the WUAs.

8.4.14

immediate

162

No construction of irrigation minors here-inafter be undertaken until its layout is made known to
the concerned by giving due publicity and consented
by the general body of the beneficiaries.

8.4.17

1 st decade

163

As the distribution of water to beneficiaries is
to be effected through water users’ associations, the
scope of canal officer in the existing Act be widened
by incorporating suitable changes in the relevant
provisions to be made applicable to water users’
associations.

8.5.8

immediate

164

After having enforced the new 1976-Act, the
Government has issued, from time to time, various
progressive directives (1988, 1990) regarding
irrigation management. However, they are not
consistent with the existing provisions of the Act. In
order to lend sound legal support to them, the
relevant provisions in the Act are required to be
amended forthwith.

8.5.17

immediate

Sr. No.

1

Recommendation

2.

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

3

4

165

There should be a provision to provide for
expenditure in the sub-rules of the agreement with
the water users’ associations so as to enable them to
undertake supplementary works for irrigated
agriculture such as adoption of drip and sprinkler
irrigation methods, construction of farm ponds,
building up of small tanks in the command, nalla
bunding, check dams, underground bandharas,
groundwater use, procurement of seeds, fertilisers,
pesticides and distribution thereof, marketing
facilities for agricultural produce and agro-based
processing units etc. and also making use of
publications on irrigation and agriculture, use of
audio-visual aids for the guidance of the members,
imparting training to beneficiaries regarding
irrigation management and agronomy.

8.5.21

1 st decade

166

The comprehensive objectives of the new act
be spelt out explicitly by not limiting its application
merely to the water flowing through canal so as to
make it broad-based to make it applicable to all the
irrigation sources such as lifts on wells, reservoirs
and canals too.

8.6.2

immediate

167

The committees which are required for subbasinwise planning and regulation of the available
water be constituted on a legal footing. The powers
of planning and regulation of groundwater within a
sub-basinwise committee be entrusted to a watershed
committee by constituting the same thereunder. The
planning be accomplished by regarding the mini
watershed as a natural unit of groundwater planning.
The watershed committee be chaired by a
hydrogeologist whereas an officer from Water
Resources Wing who is supposed to maintain a
consolidated water account, will be the chairman of
planning and regulation committee of a sub-basin.
The powers and composition of these committees be
legally spelt out.

8.6.3

immediate

8.6.4

Sr. No.

1

Recommendation

2.

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

3

4

168

A consolidated annual report of availability
of water and use thereof in respect of sub-basins and
watersheds be published. The responsibility of
publishing the same and disseminating from time to
time the information on water availability through
publicity media be devolved on the concerned
committees.

8.6.5

immediate

169

It is necessary to have one judicial forum for
redressal of grievances in respect of water allocation,
its use, misuse and other related crimes. A provision
to that effect be made in the Act. A water tribunal be
constituted for sub-basins singly or jointly therefor.
This tribunal will be composed of 3 members - one
of a district level judge, and two technical personnel,
one related to either irrigation or agriculture and the
other to either hydrology or groundwater.

8.6.6

1 st decade

9.1.1

1 st decade

9.1.7

1 st decade

9.2.6

1 st decade

Chapter 9: Financial Aspects
170

171

172

An area be called an ‘irrigation area’ only
when enough irrigation is catered to reap at least two
seasonal crops, viz. Kharif and Rabi. A fresh subbasinwise review of the ultimate irrigation potential
be undertaken in accordance with this new concept.
The overall irrigation potential in a sub-basin
would have been created through the following
components.
A) Surface water ( reservoirs, canals etc)
1) surface storages
2) water manifesting into the wells in commands as
a result of return flow from flow irrigation
3) natural rainwater infiltrating into the ground in
commands
4) use of recycled waste water ie.. being generated
out of municipal and industrial use.
B) Sub-surface water (groundwater)
1) from areas wherein watershed development
works are undertaken.
2) from areas which are not amenable to watershed
development works.
A consolidated account of all these be maintained.
The running annual expenditure being
incurred for operation and maintenance of an
irrigation project be met with from the annual returns

Sr. No.

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

2.
being accrrued therefrom. While taking up irrigation
projects not only the planning for costs be
accomplished but also the benefits—irrigation and
non- irrigation—be planned from this viewpoint.

3

4

173

Water be made available by undertaking
watershed development programmes on priority in
regions where irrigation projects are far from viable
economically, but the farmers are keenly longing for
water.

9.2.6

2nd decade

174

In regions where neither irrigation projects
are proving to be economically viable nor there is
scope for undertaking any watershed development
programmes, irrigation projects be taken up by
providing for the investment in the manner proposed
and funding arrangement, provided the farmers
evince readiness in making the economic deficit good
through the investment of water users’ organisation
on their being apprised of the likely shortfall
expected to be experienced by the irrigation projects
in order to make them economically viable.
Moreover, the farmers are required to be charged at
higher water rates because of this exigency. All the
beneficiaries are to be preinformed in this regard.

9.2.6

3 rd decade

1

Recommendation

Sr. No.

1
175

Recommendation

2.

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

3

4

The following criteria should be considered
here-in-after while giving priorities to irrigation
projects:
a) Projects which will be completed in shortest
ble time (ordinarily in 5 years’ period) and will enable
rmers to reap benefits forthwith.
b) Projects, the available water wherefrom will be
ble for non-irrigation uses (domestic water, industrial
c.).
c) Projects in the regions where there is a backlog of
ion.
d) Projects, which cater to the supply on priority for
ng water and industrialisation & urbanisation also by
dering the requirement of next 10 years.
e) Basin/agro-climatic zone wherein commensurate
s on the investments made in respect of irrigation
ts are forthcoming.
Projects fulfilling the maximum number of
the aforementioned criteria be provided outlay to the
fullest extent, that is necssary on priority and in a
time bound manner.

176

177

178

179

In order to invoke increase in utilisation of
irrigation potential where it is falling short, so as to
instill awareness amongst the farmers, emphasis be
placed on prior training. The necessary infrastructure
for that should be created as a part of project
preliminaries .
Time likely to be expended in completing
preliminaries of land acquisition, rehabilitation,
construction of colonies and preparing way for
imparting prior training should not be counted in the
investment period. Instead it be reconed as a
preparatory period and be so indicated in the
budgetory planning.
Priority in selection of minor projects for
taking up construction be given to those which
belong to areas where the irrigation backlog is morelike that of Vidharbha, Marathwada, Kokan and also
draught prone and tribal areas.
50% of the total investment required for the

9.3.3

immediate

9.3.3

1 st decade

9.3.3

1 st decade

9.3.5

immediate

9.3.8

3 rd decade

Sr. No.

1

180

181

182

183

184

185

Recommendation

2.
renovation of old projects, lining of canals, and piped
water supply should be raised through the water
users’ organisations of beneficiary farmers.
To encourage sprinkler irrigation system in
the Wainganga Basin and in Konkan (areas backward
in irrigation), provision be made for cost towards the
infrastructural facilities (such as pipeline network,
pump, tank etc.) in the project estimates.
The concerned municipalties and corporations
should raise the capital to meet the capital costs
required for undertaking recycling of water emerging
from domestic use in urban areas. In order to
encourage them in this respect, 50% of the water
charges due to be accruable through such sewage
irrigation should be made to belong to them as a
token of revenue.
Industries be supplied water only on the
precondition that at least 75% of water used by it for
various processes be made available for reuse after
duly treated. A provision to that effect be made in the
water agreement itself. The quantum of water
required by industries be accordingly curtailed by
75% . Else, water returned back from the industrial
sector be reused for other purposes (e.g. agroforestry).
Generation of electricity required for lift
irrigation calls for an investment of the order of
Rs.20000 per hectare in the minimum. This
necessitates to consider duly the capital investment
being made in the energy sector aimed at facilitating
abstraction from wells or through lifts while going in
for planning the latter.
The Directorate of Irrigation Research and
Development should undertake a long term research
programme to explore the possibility of interwining
the solar energy and energy that required for
irrigation.
In view of the constraints being experienced
in making available funds from the Government,
20% and 10% share of the capital outlay can be had
through the water supply wings of corporations &
municipalities and the Maharashtra Industrial
Development Corporation respectively being in
respective proportion of the water quantum of the

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

3

4

9.3.10

2nd decade

9.3.14

2nd decade

9.3.14

immediate

10.3.4
10.6.10

9.4.3

immediate

9.4.5

3 rd decade

9.5.1

1 st decade

Sr. No.

1

186

187

Recommendation

2.
live storage required to be reserved for domestic and
industrial uses. On similar lines the capital outlay
required to be mobilised for construction of the
system beyond minors (approximately 10% of the
project cost) can be appropriated through the water
users’ societies. The responsibility of raising rest of
the 60% funds of the project construction cost be
accepted by the Government.
Instead of going in for seeking lumpsum
loans it will be proper for the Irrigation Development
Corporations to center the use of loaned amounts
around wherever the farmers water users’ societies or
their groups intend to seek loans by undertaking the
responsibility of completing the minors or minor
irrigation schemes owned by them; and set up a
concrete and an exclusive system of loan
repayments. The works being carried out by the
corporations be divided into 2 distinct classes viz.
works amenable to budgetary grants and works to be
dealt with on commercial basis. Setting up of an
independent
system
to
look
after
their
implementation,
financial
transactions
and
maintenance is warranted from the point of view of
credibility of the corporations.
As far as possible the Irrigation Development
Corporations should not seek loans from outside.
Short term loans presently being borrowed by the
corporations are economically far from tenable. If at
all it is inevitable to go in for loans, the long term (15
years) bonds be considered.

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

3

4

9.5.4

immediate

9.5.4

immediate

13.3.40

188

Substantial increase in financial provision is
necessary in order to practice the use of modern
techniques in irrigation on an extensive scale.

9.5.6

immediate

189

Where minors have been constructed and
ready for use, but the beneficiaries’ water users’
societies could not undertake the works of operation
and maintenance thereof, such works be got carried
out on an annual contract through private
management undertakings active in the field of water
distribution. The distribution network beyond minors
alongwith the construction thereof be lent to private
contractors on an agreement where minors are yet to
be constructed but farmers’ water user organisations

9.6.11

1 st decade

Sr. No.

1

Recommendation

2.
cannot be formed.

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

3

4

190

All works pertinent to fisheries, water sports,
navigation etc. be lent to private organisations on
auction for a stipulated period by going into an
agreement.

9.6.11

immediate

191

An independent Privatisation Committee be
appointed for effecting the privatisation of domestic
water supply. This Committee should induct
representatives of private organisations, those of
beneficiaries from public sector employees’ unions
as well and water supply experts. The scope of the
co-operative housing societies, instead of restricting
to housing, be extended by identifying them as
‘Public Urban Co-operative Service Societies’. The
responsibility resting with them be made wider and
continuing. The distribution system of domestic
water supply be entrusted to these societies.

9.6.12

1 st decade

192

At least 25% of the distribution system of
domestic water supply be entrusted to the private
organisations or beneficiaries’ societies during
ensuing 10 years. The rest of the 75% distribution
system be privatised during the next 30 years.

9.6.12

1 st decade

193

Backlog in respect of storage capacity
created and water use realised be worked out afresh
in cubic metre by taking into consideration the water
that is available. Accordingly, a scheme to achieve
balanced regional development be framed.

9.7.4

1 st decade

194

While undertaking completion of projects
which are under construction and also taking up new
ones, the projects in regions suffering from backlog
be here-in-after given priority. Efforts be initiated to
remove backlog in respect of water-related nonirrigation issues such as domestic water supply, soil
& water conservation works and electrification of
agro-pumps alongwith that pertinent to irrigation.

9.7.4

1 st decade

195

While deciding priority of irrigation projects
which are planned in future, top priority be given to
projects which can be completed within 5 years or at
least partial benefits in respect of which will
commence to accrue. The minor irrigation projects
will be completed as a result of this by virtue of top

9.7.2

1 st decade

Sr. No.

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

2.
priority they receive as the average period of
completion of such projects is 3 to 4 years.

3

4

196

The projects in basins/sub-basins wherein
30% of the ultimate irrigation potential has so far not
been created be lent priority during the ensuing 10
years so as to bring the latter to at least 30% of
development stage.

9.7.5

1 st decade

197

The (peculiar) geographical disposition of
the State has rendered few talukas extremely
favourable whereas few others equally unfavourable
from the irrigation point of view. This prevents to
bring all the talukas on the same plane as far as
irrigation is concerned. Various and not necessarily
water-related alternatives of paving way to economic
prosperity and development be therefore exclusively
employed for critically situated talukas.

2.4.4

1 st decade

198

Out of the grants sanctioned for management
and maintenance 10% of the share be reserved during
the ensuing 5 years to cater to the funds to restore the
condition of distribution network rendered inefficient
as a result of poor maintenance.
One Study Group be formed to undertake
study as to which criteria be applied in earmarking
grants required for maintenance of a project, in what
way the factors like expanse of a project, climatic
conditions in project area etc. affect the maintenance.
Different criteria be evolved for maintenance of dam,
main canal and distribution network.
The Government is to go on appointing one
Group of Specialists every 5 years from the year
2000 onwards to decide as to the rates of grant for
project maintenance in different agro-climatic zones
of the State. An Agricultural Scientist / a Civil
Engineer / and an expert in Accounts be inducted
into it. The prevalent practice of apportioning grants
on adhoc basis be changed forthwith. In order to
minimise the expenditure being incurred on
establishment, the formations of water users’
associations be promoted. The works of management
and maintenance be increasingly entrusted to such
associations.
In principle, all the annual expenditure being
incurred on operation, maintenance and repairs be

9.8.7

immediate

9.8.8

immediate

9.8.9

1 st decade

9.9.5

1 st decade

1

199

200

201

Recommendation

Sr. No.

1

202

203

204

Recommendation

2.
necessarily exacted from the beneficiaries. It
however appears proper to exempt the irrigation
water charges to the extent of capital investment in
respect of storage and main conveyance system
(canal and main distributaries). Therefore, the
depreciation or interest on investment in respect of
these components be disregarded while deciding the
water rates for irrigation. The assessment in respect
of minors and other components, however, be made
with regard to interest, depreciation, annual
expenditure etc. and water rates be decided by adding
royalty to it. The royalty be made applicable to all
benefits accruable alongwith irrigation viz.
hydroelectric generation, groundwater planning and
watershed development. The depreciation (1 percent)
and annual interest on the capital investment that
underwent into construction of dams, canals and the
network of main distributaries, the latter being a part
of public system infrastructural facility, be excluded
from the water rates for irrigation.
As the construction and management works
like maintenance, repairs etc. of minors (upto 1
cumec discharge) are here-in-after expected to be
carried out by the water users’ associations, the
expenditure on the count of maintenance and repairs
in respect of such minors be excluded while applying
water rates with respect to water delivery on
volumetric basis to such associations.
On projects where works beyond minors have
been executed by the Government, the water rates be
decided by applying the interest on the capital
investment for the construction (10%), depreciation
(1%) and the royalty. Where the water users’
associations have not assumed the responsibility of
operation, maintenance and management, the water
rates be charged taking into consideration the annual
expenditure on operation and maintenance alongwith
the interest, depreciation and royalty pertaining to the
capital investment for the construction.
Water rates be fixed sub-basin specific – the
geographical set up, cropping pattern, expenditure
being incurred on operation and maintenance in
respect of dams, canals, distributaries being different
in different sub-basins.

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

3

4

9.9.5

1 st decade

9.9.5

1 st decade

9.9.5

1 st decade

Sr. No.

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

2.
Water rates be charged duly taking into
account the capital investment upto the source where
from water supply to corporations, municipalities,
Maharashtra Jeevan Pradhikaran (Maharashtra Water
Authority), Industrialists, other private & public
undertakings and so forth is catered for non-irrigation
uses and so also depreciation, expenditure as to
operation & maintenance thereon.
Water rates be fixed by determining the
royalty being exacted for water supplied to the
Maharashtra State Electricity Board or any other
public sector or corporative undertakings taking into
consideration expenditure on dam construction in
proportion to the quantum of water required for
power generation, expenditure on construction of
civil structures up to the point of power plant and
expenditure on operation and maintenance of dam
and civil structures upto the point of power plant.
The influence area on off-canal command be
determined in consultation with the Groundwater
Agency. Wherever naturally disposed normal
groundwater level rises owing to the existence of
canal, it be regarded as the influence area and water
charges be levied accordingly.

3
9.9.5

4
1 st decade

9.9.5

2nd decade

9.9.5

1 st decade

208

Water charges be levied even from the
beneficiaries of the minor irrigation project (local
sector and village level) schemes . The gram
panchayats should be allowed to retain the charges
exacted so as to ensure the proper maintenance of
local projects.

9.9.7

immediate

209

In order to obviate the excessive and wasteful
use of water, the co-operative lift irrigation schemes
also be offered water on volumetric basis like that to
the water users’ associations.

9.9.10

immediate

210

The officers of the Irrigation Department
should be fully empowered to enjoy the power as to
the recovery of water charges at par with their
counterparts in the Revenue Department. The powers
bestowed through the Government (Revenue and
Forest
Department)
the
Notification
No.PWR/1094/CN.198/L-5 dated 17-7-98 are further
required to be enhanced.

9.9.11

immediate

1
205

206

207

Recommendation

Sr. No.

1

Recommendation

2.

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

3

4

211

Arrears of water charges should be treated as
arrears of land revenue. The officers from the
Irrigation Department accordingly be empowered to
initiate action pertinent to recovery.

9.9.11

immediate

212

The benefits being reaped by the farmers are
far reaching as a result of improved and growing
productivity management and not because either of
hike in land price or transfer of land ownership
rights. The assessment of water charges therefore be
sufficiently enhanced instead of exacting a shortrange betterment levy.

9.10.2

2nd decade

213

The Irrigation Department should beget at
least 5% per ton returns on the income through
fisheries.

9.11.2

immediate

Chapter 10 : Non -Irrigation Uses Of Water
214

In sub-basins, where there is possibility of
water use surpassing its availability, provision for
drinking water should be made first and irrigation be
planned thereafter while undertaking planning of such
sub-basins.

10.1.8

1 st decade

215

In sub-basins where availability of water is
less, programme of recycling and reuse of water
should be undertaken on priority in the next decade.

10.1.9

3 rd decade

216

In water deficit sub-basins, norms for domestic
use of water be revised and provision reduced in
comparison with normal sub-basins.

10.1.10

immediate

217

While planning for village water supply
schemes proper attention be given towards water
requirement of live stock and management thereof.

10.1.12

immediate

218

All water that would be available for a village
should be considered for its use in an integrated
manner. The responsibility of implementation, in
regard to which particular sources be reserved for
drinking water supply to what extent that be done and
how they be regulated, be entrusted to taluka
panchayat samitees. Proposed watershed development
committees would provide guidance in this respect.

10.1.14

1 st decade

219

The concept of conjunctive use of water from
various sources including groundwater should be
developed as it is economically not possible to supply

10.1.16

1 st decade

Sr. No.

1

Recommendation

2.
water to all towns in tune with the standard norms.

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

3

4

220

The prospective economics of rural water
supply schemes be linked with the systems of
production, employment and permanent avenues of
income which have bearings on rural life.

10.1.21

2nd decade

221

Taking into account the ‘scarcity value’ of
water, all urban water supply should be metered.

10.1.23

3 rd decade

222

The co-operative housing societies and private
house owners in urban areas should incorporate
arrangement for groundwater use within their colonies
in layout of their houses.

10.1.27

2nd decade

223

The planning and regulation committees of
sub-basins should decide about yearwise, seasonwise
changes in per capita water distribution considering the
gross availability of water at respective times.

10.1.28

2nd decade

224

While considering urban needs of water, return
flow and reuse of water be accounted for in the
planning. Similarly, cost of water obtained back as
return flow should be adjusted from the cost of water
supplied to the concerned organisations.

10.1.29

3 rd decade

225

The work of evolving suitable guide rules for
accomplishing the programme of constructing weirs
across river channels for drinking water or irrigation
needs of the villages situated along either river banks
and lending legislative support to it be undertaken
early.

10.1.31

2nd decade

226

The programme of development of village
tanks be taken up as a key component of rural water
supply
through
public
awareness,
people’s
participation and E.G.S.

10.1.32

immediate

227

The disparity between urban and rural water
supplies should be brought down.

10.2.2

2nd decade

228

The measures of rainwater harvesting and
utilising water so conserved round the year warrant
increasing encouragement.

10.2.3

2nd decade

10.2.3

1 st decade

229

No piped water supply be restored to at the
public water supply points unless water users’’
organisations are formed. A policy decision to that
effect even be taken by municipalities.

Sr. No.

1

Recommendation

2.

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

3

4

230

The representatives of voluntary organisations
propagating and canvassing the right water
management practices in order to obviate wastage of
water should be induced in water management board
of municipalities/ gram panchayats enhancing thereby
reputation of the former.

10.2.3

1 st decade

231

To prevent pollution arising from release of
untreated effluent directly into rivers, vigilant people’s
organisations be formed riverwise forthwith.

10.2.4

1 st decade

232

The organisations of rural women be formed
and the management of piped water supply schemes be
entrusted to them. Social organisation should take
initiative in this regard and motivate women’s
organisations accordingly.

10.2.5

2nd decade

233

Site for industrial complex be selected at an
appropriate place in a sub-basin which is suitable from
the point of view of water availability. In deficit basins
less water intensive industries whereas in Konkan and
Wainganga Basins high water intensive industries be
promoted.

10.3.2

2nd decade

234

It should be made obligatory for industries in
water deficit basins to set up waste water treatment
plant either collectively or individually and make
available treated water for reuse. Provision should be
made for according special concessions in water rates
and instituting grant-in-aid in token of special
incentives for industries resorting to reuse of water.
Penal provisions will have to be made for those
industries which do not resort to reuse of water in the
manner desired.

10.3.4

1 st decade

235

The water use norms be based on industry
specific unit of production in lieu of that per hectare
area of industrial estate of Maharashtra Industrial
Development Corporation. Keeping water use
accounts of industrial units in accordance with that be
made mandatory. The Department of Industry should
make customary to all the industries belonging to the
organised industrial sector and private sector as well to
follow the system of annual water use accounts. It be
made obligatory for them to regularly bring out annual
report in respect of industrial water use, treatment to

10.3.5

2nd decade

10.3.3

Sr. No.

1

Recommendation

2.
industrial effluent and reuse thereof.

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

3

4

236

The thermal power stations be planned in
future mainly in the Wainganga Basin having
abundant water whereas the conventional and pumped
storage hydropower stations be sited elsewhere.

10.4.5

3 rd decade

237

The pumped storage schemes and mini/micro
hydel schemes be completed by substantially
increasing grants therefor and giving priority to them
in Maharashtra in order to improve the ratio of
hydropower and thermal power potential during the
ensuing decade.

10.5.2

3 rd decade

238

A report envisaging long-term planning be
brought out by undertaking an independent study as to
the enhancing of hydropower potential through major,
medium and minor projects. The pumped storage
schemes for which preliminary investigations taking
the advantage of the drop available in Western Ghats
be considered on first priority. The hydropower
schemes contemplated in the Master Plan of 1984 for
Konkan Region should be implemented early.

10.5.3

1 st decade

239

As the increasing use of electricity in
agriculture is primarily stemming from irrigation, the
issue of generation of electricity and development of
irrigation be considered as inter-related one.

10.5.3

1 st decade

240

By accepting a policy of local generation and
local use (instead of supplying electricity through grid)
it is possible to generate electricity through mini/micro
projects (solar, wind etc. and by developing small
hydroelectric stations at dam foot and on canal) by
invoking people for participation (forming groups of
farmers at community level or village level).

10.5.5

2nd decade

For setting up of hydropower project being
developed through privatisation, the private
entrepreneurs be induced by offering concessions. In
view to make economic value of electricity more
explicit, instead of charging the electricity at uniform
rate as is being practised by the Maharashtra State
Electricity Board at present, a distinction is warranted
amongst the electricity rates for periods of peak,
normal and off-peak demands. Such rate structure be
disseminated forthwith.

10.5.6

241

5.1.7

9.4.6

immediate

Sr. No.

1
242

Recommendation

2.
An exclusive organisation (corporation) should
be created for large hydroelectric projects. The work
of hydel projects (medium, mini and micro) excluded
from the purview of various river basin development
corporations should be entrusted to these corporations.
Empowerment to decide the rate of electricity so
generated and the royalty of water as a result of
electricity generation therefrom should be inter-linked
in such a manner that basin development corporations
could beget a substantial financial support thereby.

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

3

4

10.5.7

1 st decade

10.5.8
13.4.32

243

Setting up of sewerage treatment plants in big
cities on the lines of regular irrigation projects be
undertaken by the Irrigation Department and also
should assume the responsibility of implementation of
works, maintenance and repairs thereafter. As the first
step in this direction a prompt survey for sewage
irrigation be undertaken in municipal areas having
population a lakh or over.

10.6.8

1 st decade

244

Considering scarcity of water, schemes for
treatment of sewage being made available for
irrigation should be implemented by the Maharashtra
Jeevan Pradhikaran, Maharashtra Pollution Control
Board and the Irrigation Department in a coordinated
manner. .

10.7.3

2nd decade

245

A provision be made in Groundwater Act to
prevent pollution of groundwater and a stern action for
its enforcement be taken by the Government.

10.8.7

2nd decade

246

Instead of merely relying on the sole parameter
of TDS all toxic elements like Fluoride, Arsenic etc.
should be considered combinedly and the maps of
groundwater quality be prepared and published
annually alongwith the related statistics every year. In
accordance with that the use of polluted sources of
water should be banned forthwith.

10.8.7

1 st decade

10.9.3

1 st decade

247

Schemes for getting returned back a minimum
of 70% water into the river/canal out of the water that
has been drawn from a reservoir for urban and
industrial use are required to be completed in the
ensuing decade.

Sr. No.

1

Recommendation

2.

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

3

4

248

An extensive research as to the necessary
processes involved in sewage treatment be undertaken
with the co-operation of the Maharashtra Engineering
Research Institute situated in the Engineering
Complex at Nashik. A special programme be framed
so as to create within the State a capability of handling
sewage disposal and it be pursued vigorously in the
decade to come.

10.9.9

1 st decade

249

In order to give scope to the reuse of
adequately treated effluent, the Maharashtra Industrial
Development Corporation is warranted to develop a
system of supplementing only the required quantum of
fresh water to the industries by undertaking a
periodical review of water use by the industries. It is
high time to develop technology aimed at minimising
water use in various processes in industries. The State
Government is to provide exclusive grants to the
Corporation for this undertaking.

10.9.10

2nd decade

250

By developing engineering management
technique for sewage treatment, it is necessary to
undertake carrying out experiments at various places
in Maharashtra by extensive research. A system of
lagoons for stabilising waste water be developed in
this manner.

10.9.11

3 rd decade

251

An extensive programme in pursuance of
various techniques / research undertakings in respect
of sewage treatment compatible with State’s climatic
conditions, establishing a joint group of organisations
such as MIDC, MPCB, Maharashtra Jeevan
Pradhikaran, Maharashtra Engineering Research
Institute and Directorate of Irrigation Research and
Development be taken up during the ensuing decade.
A minimum of 1% of the total expenditure being
incurred on water supply should be earmarked for
research in this respect.

10.9.11

1 st decade

252

On d/s of large reservoirs (water spread more
than 200 ha) land suitable for fish seed development
be reserved at the start of construction work. To
supply water required for the centre by natural gravity
flow, advance efforts are required to be put in to
provide permanent measures for supply of water
through the body of dam (like garden outlet). In order

10.10.7

2 nd decade

Sr. No.

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

2.
to reap fish production in proper manner from
irrigation reservoirs, it be made obligatory on the part
of the Irrigation Department to maintain a minimum
water depth of 3 m in major and medium reservoirs
permanently as conservation of fish necessarily calls
for a minimum of 3 m water depth.

3

4

253

Instead of entrusting the reservoirs within
purview of the Maharashtra Krishna Valley
Development Corporation for fish production directly
to other private agencies, they as per earlier policy, be
retained for management with the very Fisheries
Department at 50% share, the remaining 50% share of
the reservoir contract be given to the MKVDC instead
of the Irrigation Department. Similar policy be made
applicable even to other basin development
corporations.

10.10.7

1 st decade

254

Fish advisory boards be set up at divisional
levels. Regional Deputy Directors (Fisheries) should
be made secretaries of these boards. Chaired by the
respective Divisional Commissioners, the boards be
composed of members from the officers of Irrigation
Department who own the reservoirs, officers of Zilla
Parishads and office bearers of fisheries co-operative
organisations. The boards should hold meetings once
in six months.

10.10.7

1 st decade

255

The sites of reservoirs having a water spread
more than 200 ha should be considered for developing
as a tourist centre right from the commencement of the
building up of reservoirs. The land for tourist centre be
reserved well above the high flood level of the
reservoir.
The rest houses and residential quarters
available in premises of irrigation projects which are
no longer required by the Irrigation Department
(surplus) be handed over to the Maharashtra Tourism
Development Corporation for catering to the sports
activities and also for running restaurants on a longterm lease with nominal rent. A system of lending the
reservoirs in tourist zone for water sports on rental
basis be set up with a view to develop water sports
activities from tourism angle. Revenue earned by way
of charges for rest houses at tourist places, fees
collected from tourists, fees charged for boating and

10.11.5

1 st decade

10.11.5

2nd decade

1

256

Recommendation

Sr. No.

1

257

258

259

260

261

Recommendation

2.
water sports, income from sale of fruits, flowers and
saplings from gardens etc. would be shared between
the Maharashtra Tourism Development Corporation
and Irrigation Department in the ratio 75:25.
The Maharashtra Tourism Development
Corporation should develop at least one tourist centre
equipped with modern facilities in 12 districts which
are conducive to developing as tourist and water sports
centre by 2010. The area proposed for that be made
available by the Irrigation Department. During the
following 10 years, the 163 reservoir sites possessing
water spread potential more than 200 ha be explored
from the point of view of tourism development. Ten
additional districts should be brought under the
Department of Tourism by taking up one such centre
in each district. By doing so at least one centre in each
district of the State be developed as a tourist place by
2030.
Chapter 11: Watershed Area Development
The watershed development works be
integrated coherently and the programme thereof be
implemented in an integrated manner and under one
roof. In planning and implementation of the
programme of watershed development, involvement of
geologist be made obligatory.
Sub-basin/basin- specific action plan booklets
be brought out to ensure effective implementation of
watershed development works.
Watershed development programmes be lent
priority as an alternative irrigation system in areas
deprived of conventional irrigation system owing to
natural constraints.
Before taking up water conservation
programmes, an in-depth study of hydrogeology of
watersheds should be made obligatory. Treating
watershed development as part of an irrigation system,
a formal manual be brought out expounding its
modalities and evaluation procedures.

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

3

4

10.11.6

3 rd decade

11.1.1

1 st decade

11.1.2

11.1.2

2nd decade

11.1.2

2nd decade

11.2.6

1 st decade

11.2.7

Sr. No.

1
262

263

264

265

266

Recommendation

2.
The water availability in a watershed area
should be assessed on the basis of modern
hydrological methods instead of Stranges’ formulas. In
order to enable to deal with water availability in a
more scientific way (runoff, infiltration and
evaporation) a hydrometeorological observatory be set
up in every micro watershed or group thereof.
Permanent reference maps of works
accomplished in watershed area be prepared and
responsibility of maintenance and management thereof
be entrusted to beneficiaries’ organisations or gram
panchayats by enacting legislation to that effect. An
independent research centre be instituted for watershed
area management. One watershed development
authority be constituted for accomplishing planning
and implementation of watershed development works.
Impact of watershed development works is
experienced at once on the yield coming into a minor
project encompassing a smaller expanse of
watersheds. This, therefore, calls for an integrated
approach in respect of minor irrigation projects or
other smaller storages and watershed development.
Planning and management of both of these be
accomplished through a single agency.
A permanent status should be accorded to the
watershed development programme similar to that
bestowed on the Command Area Development
Programme by making it obligatory to carry out
geological
survey,
arrangement
for
flow
measurements, preparation of maps and formation of
watershed committees.
A clear record of the increase in irrigated area as
a result of watershed development works and
expenditure per ha thereof should be maintained. To the
extent the favourable conditions in sub-basins permit,
priority be given to this programme and additional funds
be made available. To fulfil needs of scientific planning
a watershed development programme irrespective of
source of grants (EGS, NWDPRA), works procedure
should also be specified so that the overall broad
objectives of the programme remain unaltered.

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

3

4

11.2.8

1 st decade

11.2.8

immediate

11.2.8

1 st decade

11.2.9

2nd decade

11.2.9

1 st decade

11.2.10

Sr. No.

1

Recommendation

2.

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

3

4

267

The construction of village tanks should not be
undertaken unless a guarantee as to the scientific
management is tendered by village panchayat or other
local self-government body.

11.3.1

immediate

268

Having approach roads to reach to percolation
tanks is a requisite. A village panchayat should be
made responsible for water quality in these tanks. The
irrigation on percolation tanks be charged at 50% of
water rates of flow irrigation and the revenue so
accrued be made available to the village panchayat.

11.3.2

1 st decade

269

Responsibility of management of Kolhapur
Type weirs should be entrusted to beneficiaries and
village panchayats should have control over them.
Without a written undertaking/agreement from the
society of beneficiaries to the effect that they would
maintain, operate and repair the K. T. weir, no new
weirs be taken up for construction. If the said body
violates any of the terms/conditions in the agreement,
there should be a provision in the agreement to recover
the cost of the K. T. weir from the society.

11.3.5

immediate

270

While constructing a bridge on a small
nalla/stream for a road having minimal traffic, it
should be built as a bridge-cum-weir type.

11.3.6

immediate

271

A watershed area should be classified as an
‘acute drought prone watershed area’ and ‘mild
drought prone watershed area’ based on the criteria
advocated by the India Meteorological Department.
Different types of management systems should be
developed for different types of watersheds.

11.4.5

1 st decade

272

Sub-basinwise statistics of types of lands such
as shallow lands, drought prone watersheds, cut up and
ravines, waste lands on river banks, salt affected lands,
water-logged waste lands be compiled.

11.5.2

3 rd decade

273

As the present concept of watershed
development does not include waste lands on river
banks, desert lands, and waterlogged waste lands, an
independent land reforms programme be implemented
for the same. In order to develop river bank waste
lands as ‘orchard belts’ or ‘vegetable belts’, joint
projects like land development linked up with modern
irrigation should be proposed.

11.5.2

3 rd decade

Sr. No.

1

Recommendation

2.

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

3

4

274

On upstream reaches of creeks, weirs should be
constructed on rivers. Water so stored be made
available to coastal saline lands through lift irrigation.

11.6.10

2nd decade

275

The planning of coastal saline lands should be
resorted to treating it as a special extended component
of watershed management.

11.6.9

2nd decade

276

In order to use the outer protection bund of
coastal saline lands as all-weather road, planning be
undertaken in an integrated manner. The repairs and
maintenance of the protection bunds be entrusted to
gram panchayat in accordance with the suggestions
made by the Study Group.

11.6.11

1 st decade

Under the watershed development programme,
to make available to beneficiaries at village level,
complete information about the scheme (plan, cost,
benefits, management etc.) a separate cell be
formulated within the Watershed Development
Organisation. The village land records be updated duly
recording such works therein. As these assets have to
be looked after by the user groups, this set up be given
a standing legal status. Formal rules for equitable
distribution of additional water realised through
watershed development activities in a village should
be evolved.

11.7.3

For implementation of watershed development
programme at the field level, a multi disciplinary set
up (soil conservation, groundwater, minor irrigation)
under one umbrella be created at taluka level itself.

11.8.2

immediate

12.1.2

1 st decade

277

278

11.6.13

1 st decade

11.7.4

Chapter 12 : Groundwater Development
279

More attention will have to be paid here-inafter to groundwater management alongwith
groundwater
development.
Government
will,
therefore, have to enforce control on groundwater.
Groundwater Science as a subject will have to be
incorporated in the educational curriculum. The
current social understanding about the issues of
groundwater is far from adequate.

Sr. No.

1

Recommendation

2.

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

3

4

280

The working of groundwater development and
management be based on a natural unit such as
basin/sub-basin/watershed instead of an administrative
unit.

12.1.2

immediate

281

For accomplishing planning and regulation of
groundwater, Groundwater Survey and Development
Agency should be invested with special powers by an
act.

12.2.2

1 st decade

282

A new exclusive arrangement for regulating
abstraction of water from wells should be got
approved by the proposed watershed committees from
the proposed sub-basin wise planning and regulation
committees.

12.2.3

immediate

283

In the areas where there is excess withdrawal
of groundwater, watershedwise well population and
withdrawal therefrom should be stipulated on the basis
of technical criteria and regulated. For this purpose,
groundwater act should clearly provide for delegating
powers
to
the
aforementioned
committees.
Arrangement should be made for formal registration of
all wells in accordance with the groundwater act.
Similarly, on the basis of records of observation of
wells and the registered wells, an annual scheme of
‘groundwater use’ may be prepared and published at
the end of October. Villagewise maps of interference
be got prepared within the coming 5 years.

12.2.3

1 st decade

284

In villages where conditions are not favourable
for flow irrigation but where groundwater is available
in plenty, implementation of programme of
community wells for small and marginal farmers
should be promoted. These wells should be included in
the plans of drinking water supply schemes also.

12.3.2

2nd decade

285

For artificial recharge of groundwater, village
wise critical study of sub strata be made and maps
thereof be prepared.

12.3.2

2nd decade

286

In view of increasing demand for groundwater
experts in future, a review of cadre of officers in
groundwater discipline should be undertaken
immediately and qualitative and quantitative growth
thereof be ensured.

12.4.3

immediate

287

By using percolation canals \ percolation

12.2.2

2nd decade

12.2.4

Sr. No.

1

Recommendation

2.
trenches and other mechanical methods of artificial
recharge, extensive programme of artificial recharging
should be taken up in alluvial soils of Tapi-Purna
Basins. Mechanical recharging methods such as
digging water recharging trenches at the foot of
Satpuda ranges, recharging through tube wells in
alluvial zones along river banks of Tapi, constructing
underground bandharas, spreading water on sandy soil
etc. be employed. For recharging of alluvial soils on
river banks time tested methods be used. Deep seated
water bearing aquifers be got augmented.

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

3

4

Chapter 13:Restructuring Of Irrigation Department
288

For sub-basinwise planning and effective
management of its meticulous implementation,
provisions enabling powers thereof should be made in
the Irrigation Act.

13.2.12

1 st decade

289

Groundwater Survey and Development Agency
should be attached to the proposed ‘Water Resources’
Department and an officer from the Agency should be
taken up on the establishment of the Secretariat.

13.2.13

immediate

290

Only half of the existing technical posts in
technical section of the Secretarial establishment, be
retained for gazetted technical officers. Posts of
economists, statisticians, agricultural experts, water
quality scientists should be increased or created afresh.
Officers at the secretariat level should not be assigned
field executive works or works replete with technical
details.

13.2.15

1 st decade

291

Some codal provisions and rules pertinent to
irrigation management should be different for different
regions.

13.2.17

immediate

292

Committees comprising experienced and
knowledgeable persons from Government and outside
be constituted to advise various institutions and
organisations (MERI, CDO, WALMI etc.) of the
Irrigation Department

13.2.24

immediate

13.2.16

Sr. No.

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

3

4

Posts of heads of various institutions in the
Irrigation Department be filled on selection basis (as
per the recommendations of the committee under the
chairmanship of the Chief Secretary). Explanation of
the qualifying criteria required for these posts be
published. For intradepartmental appointments /
transfers a committee of 5 seniormost officers be
formed and the implementation be effected in
consonance with the recommendation of the
committee.

13.2.25

immediate

294

The scope of Command Area Development
Organisation should be expanded. By and large, it
appears that at least one authority would be needed for
each sub-basin.

13.4.36

2nd decade

295

Responsibility of planning the water use and
preparation of sub-basinwise schemes be entrusted to
the Irrigation Projects and Water Resources
Investigation Organisation. Their circle offices be
renamed as ‘Water Resources Planning and Regulation
Circles’. They should be made multidisciplinary.

13.4.2

2nd decade

296

Vidarbha and Konkan Irrigation Development
Corporations should have jurisdiction over all the
projects in Vidrabha and Konkan.

13.4.16

immediate

297

There should not be a separate post of
Managing Director in other corporations unlike that of
MKVDC. More than half the post of members /vice
presidents be filled from experts from the field of
economics, civil engineering construction, irrigation,
industries, agriculture and the tenure of the members
of corporations should be atleast 3 years.

13.4.17

immediate

298

All medium, minor and micro power projects
be brought under the jurisdiction of respective
irrigation development corporations and they be
empowered to decide the rates of electricity of hydro
projects.

13.4.24

immediate

299

Uniformity be brought in the grants being kept
at disposal by the Government and the financial
working (in respect of repayment of loans and interest
thereon) of corporations.

13.4.26

immediate

300

Representatives of various beneficiaries
(industries, municipal corporations, municipalities,

13.4.27

immediate

1
293

Recommendation

2.

13.3.4

13.4.18
13.4.19

Sr. No.

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

2.
irrigation etc.) should have participation in the
corporations. They should have share even in the
investments of corporations.

3

4

301

The provision of supply of water on volumetric
basis made in the corporations’ acts should be
implemented forthwith.

13.4.28

immediate

302

In every corporation, a cell should be created
to look after acquisition of land with the Forest
Department. An experienced person from the Forest
Department should be appointed in this cell.

13.4.29

immediate

The
Maharashtra
Land
Development
Corporation should be restructured to include experts
from co-operative sector and agricultural engineers.
The Maharashtra Land Development Corporation
should undertake community type works (community
drip irrigation, pipe water distribution system,
community watershed development works etc.) for
farmers. The Corporation should also take up
evaluation and compilation of all such programmes.

13.4.40

1 st decade

304

Annual report of the Inter State Control Board
should be published. One interstate water management
cell should be created in the Secretariat at Mantralaya.

13.4.43

1 st decade

305

Executive Engineer, Quality Control should be
brought under the direct control of the Chief Engineer
concerned. He should be provided with an independent
laboratory and necessary equipment for the purpose.
Responsibility of regular inspection of all quality
control divisions and their functioning and bringing
uniformity in their technical working be entrusted to
the Superintending Engineer, Quality Control.

13.5.1

1 st decade

306

Central Designs Organisation and Dam Safety
Organisation should be brought under control of the
Director General, MERI. For designs of structures on
canals, an independent circle should be created in the
Central Designs Organisation. For overviewing safety
of canals an exclusive Canal Safety Circle should be
set up.

13.5.2

1 st decade

1

303

307

Recommendation

There should be 3-tier structure in the Central
Designs Organisation. Posts of junior engineers and
draughtsmen should be brought to half of their present
number and in lieu of that, posts of computer assistants

13.4.41

13.5.3
13.5.12

13.5.4
13.5.5
13.5.6

2nd decade

Sr. No.

1

308

309

310

311

Recommendation

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

2.
should be increased. In this Organisation, at least 25%
engineers should be highly qualified and should be
selected on merit. They should be entrusted with the
long-term design works. Moreover, the special pay
being given to those working in this organisation be
substantially enhanced.

3

4

A course on Engineering Geology should be
made compulsory for the geologists in the Central
Designs Organisation. A common cadre of all
geologists in the Department. should be created and
their scientific leadership should rest with the Head of
the Geology Division in the Central Designs
Organisation. To resolve problems faced by
geologists, a 3-member advisory committee be
established.

13.5.7

1 st decade

A special cell be created in the Central Designs
Organisation for the subject of ‘Construction
Technology’. A separate division for ‘Hydrology’ be
established in the Dam Safety Organisation and
services of a geologist be also kept at its disposal.

13.5.9

13.5.8

1 st decade

13.5.11

Mechanical Organisation should be converted
into a corporation working on economic principles. Its
Board of Directors be manned with expert
industrialists, financial advisers, administrative
officers, civil engineers as members. Corporation
should plan ambitious time bound programme with
due perseverance of timely replacement of old
regulator gates with new ones, without disturbing
irrigation in any season. System of introducing
sophisticated modern technology in mechanical works,
laying emphasis on necessary research and
development should be brought into practice.

13.2.10

The Maharashtra Engineering Research
Institute should be expanded and research in
Hydraulics be promoted. The establishment in this
Institute should be made 2-tiered and preference be
given to post-graduates. Entire responsibility of
maintenance, repairs and management of the
Engineering Complex developed on account of
creation of various organisations in the MERI
premises be entrusted to MERI. Director General,
MERI should have control over this Complex here-in-

13.6.7

1 st decade

13.5.14
13.5.15

13.6.8
13.6.9
13.6.10
13.6.11
13.6.13
13.6.15

1 st decade

Sr. No.

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

2.
after. Directorate of Irrigation Research and
Development should be made multidisciplinary. The
scope of the Directorate should be widened and
upgraded. A high level, multidisciplinary committee
under the chairmanship of the Director General,
WALMI be set up to guide the working of the
Directorate.

3

4

312

The performance of ‘SINCHAN’ - a quarterly
journal – is highly commendable. Expansion of the
scope of this periodical is going to be extremely useful
in imparting education in the subject of Irrigation.
Hence it be manned with an independent additional
officer with staff and related services be made
available for the same.

13.6.16

immediate

313

Environment and Water Quality should be
included as independent subjects in the curriculum of
WALMI. Similarly, in the Faculty of Social Sciences,
attention should be focused on the subject ‘Rural
Development’. Representatives of universities should
be included as
special invitees in the ‘Water
Management and Research Committee’ under the
chairmanship of the Director General, WALMI. To
take stock of irrigation management of projects on a
continued basis, an independent interdisciplinary
evaluation cell should be set up in WALMI. Similarly,
to carry out scientific study of interrelationship
between water and land, an additional independent
interdisciplinary cell should be set up.

13.6.17

1 st decade

314

At least 2% of total annual expenditure being
incurred on water-related development works should
be utilised on research.

13.3.25

1 st decade

315

The Director General, WALMI should be the
chairman of the Governing Council of WALMI.
Similarly, representatives of various departments and
institutes (Agriculture, Agricultural Universities,
Groundwater Survey and Development Agency etc.)
should be co-opted on the Governing Council. To
guide WALMI, there should be an independent
advisory council having representatives from
institutions outside the routine echelon of the
Governmental set up, subject experts and
representatives of organisations of crops which are

13.6.18

1 st decade

1

Recommendation

13.6.21
13.6.22
13.6.23

13.6.19
13.6.20

Sr. No.

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

2.
dependent on irrigation (grape, orange growers’
association etc.)

3

4

316

A coordination committee should be
established at the State level for research. The
committee should pursue research pertinent to all the
related aspects of land, water and crops. (Statement
13.6.1)

13.6.26

2nd decade

317

The Engineering Staff College should aim at
bringing a change in orientation of officers in the
Department, thereby motivating them to work ,and
enhance image of the Department and engineers as
well. In-service Class-I officers should be deputed to
universities for post graduate education.

13.7.5

1 st decade

As per recommendations of the committee
appointed by the Government in 1977 to undertake
review of the Engineering Staff College, a governing
council be appointed and permanent faculties of four
subjects be created. To advise the Principal,
Engineering Staff College, an advisory committee of
knowledgeable persons be constituted.

13.7.7

1

318

Recommendation

13.7.6

immediate

13.7.12

319

For appointments in the Irrigation Department
a degree in Water Management should be considered
equivalent to the degree in Civil Engineering.

13.7.13

immediate

320

By establishing the terms and service
conditions of Agricultural Engineers on the same
footing as those of Civil Engineers, they be made to
receive priority in appointments for irrigation
management works.

13.7.16

immediate

321

For research in Hydrology an independent
Institute of Hydrology be established. The Chief
Engineer, Hydrology, Nashik be made Chairman of
the Technical Advisory Committee of this Institute.

13.7.18

immediate

Sr. No.

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

3

4

Responsibility of co-ordination of all technical
activities in the Department should be entrusted to the
Director General, MERI and he should be given the
status of ex-officio Secretary. Whereas responsibility
of co-ordinating various water use related activities
(mainly of irrigation) be entrusted to the Director
General, WALMI by giving him the status of exofficio Secretary.

13.7.20

1 st decade

323

The responsibility of guiding the sub-basins in
respect of planning and regulation should be entrusted
to the Chief Engineer, Hydrology and he be involved
in the coordination arrangements being made by the
WALMI.

13.7.18

immediate

324

Administrative reports of the Irrigation
Department should be published annually. All
independent organisations, institutes, corporations
within the Department should also publish their annual
reports every year.

13.7.24

immediate

325

Provision be made in the administrative rules
and in budget estimates of the State institutes allowing
their heads to spend 10% of their working duty time
and grants for use in discharge of duties at national/
international levels.

13.7.26

1 st decade

326

A permanent multidisciplinary commission
named as the ‘Maharashtra Water Commission’ should
be established. Its terms of reference be stipulated
statutorily. This Commission be composed of a
chairman, secretary and 17 other members. The
Commission would function/act as an Apex Advisory
Body.

13.8.1

immediate

To assist the Maharashtra Water Commission a
centre called as ‘Water Resources Development
Centre’ be set up. Chairman of the Maharashtra Water
Commission should, like that of now, be an ex-officio
member of the ‘Water Development Authority’ set up
under the chairmanship of the Chief Minister.

13.8.8

All Government resolutions of the Maharashtra
State related to use of water should be published in the
form of a compendium every five years. The proposed
‘Water Resources Development Centre’ should be
entrusted with the work of reviewing from time to

13.8.10

1
²Ö

327

328

Recommendation

2.

13.7.21

13.7.25

13.8.4

immediate

13.8.9

1 st decade

Sr. No.

1

329

Recommendation

Paragraph
No.

Expected
period for
implementa
-tion

2.
time, the implementation of these orders / directives
and pursuing recommendations in this Report to get
them transformed into implementation programmes.

3

4

The name of the Irrigation Department should
be changed to the ‘Water Resources Department’.

13.2.13

immediate

3.1 Sub-basinwise Total Available Natural Water resources, Population and Culturable Are
Availab
Population
Culturable Area : Th
Sub Name of Sub-basin
basin
No.

1
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13

14

2
Upper Godavari (Upto Paithan Dam)
a )Godavari (Except Mula and Pravara)
b) Mula and Pravara
Lower Godavari (D/s of Paithan Dam)
Purna (Including Dudhana)
Manjra
Godavari-Sudha-Swarna
Painganga
Wardha
Middle Wainganga
Lower Wainganga
a) Waiganga-Pranhita
b) Inchampalli
c) Indravati
Godavari Basin
Purna (Tapi)
Girna
Panzra
Middle Tapi
a) Tapi (Satpuda)
b) Tapi (South)
Tapi Basin
Narmada

75%
50%
Annual
Total
Dependable Dependable
Average Population
Availability Availability Availability

3

4

5

6

3594
1648
2703
2094
1488
135
4584
4177
8328

4576
2141
3887
2899
2598
216
6417
5067
9985

5137
2130
4778
3316
3770
274
5500
5633
10026

4246
1197
3445
3164
3010
120
3638
3713
5359

5033
221
3295
37300
2162
1097
405

6055
243
3624
47708
2910
1388
533

6311
252
3753
50880
2536
1551
529

788
16
285
28981
3930
2678
712

2072
1241
6977
315

3278
1671
9780
482

2868
1634
9118
580

1828
2207
11355
161
con

Sub Name of Sub-basin
basin
No.

75%
50%
Annual
Total
Dependable Dependable
Average Population
Availability Availability Availability

2
1
3
4
5
6
15 Upper Krishna (West)
a) North-West
15877
18950
18097
4253
b) South-West
2942
3407
3227
522
16 Upper Krishna (East)
a) Yerala
20
50
130
1258
b) Agrani
5
13
87
260
17 Upper Bhima (Upto Ujjani)
6293
7416
7594
5263
18 Remaining Bhima
a) Neera
2241
3024
2812
1387
319
505
469
1954
b) Downstream of Ujjani including Man
19 Sina-Bori-Benetura
a) Sina
478
722
1110
3068
b) Bori-Benetura
196
417
506
666
Krishna Basin
28371
34504
34032
18632
20 Damanganga-Par
3786
4424
4426
414
21 North Konkan
17607
21085
21369
15819
22 Middle Konkan
13293
15127
15116
1280
23 Vashisthi
4522
5479
5496
428
24 South Konkan
a) Ratnagiri
9704
11558
11299
905
b) Sindhudurg
5970
7177
7317
684
25 Terekhol-Tillari
3717
4450
4187
264
Basins of West Flowing Rivers in
Konkan
58599
69300
69210
19794
Maharashtra
131562
161774
163820
78922
Maharashtra
(TMC)
4647
5714
5786
Source: Rainfall/ Runoff Series of limited duration made available by field officers of the Irrigatio
Reference Paragraph: 2.8.4

ea
bility: Mm3
: Thousand
housand ha
Culturable
Area

7
1188
531
1616
1556
1337
59
1709
1567
1209
353
6
125
11256
1400
731
170
701
729
3731
64
ntinued--->

Culturable
Area

7
988
124
320
110
1122
531
915
1160
357
5627
152
531
310
154
328
289
100
1864
22542
on Dept..

3.2 Sub-basinwise Natural Availability, Present Status of Water Use,
Per Capita & Per Hectare Availability
3

Availability: Mm

Water use: Mm3
Per capita availability: m3
3

Sub-basin
No.

Name of Sub-basin

Natural Present
Per Capita
Average Status of
Availability
Availability
Water
(Year 1991
Use
census Based)
(1996)
3
4
5

Per hectare availability: m
Per ha
Categorisation
Availability
for planning

2
6
Upper Godavari (Upto Paithan Dam)
a )Godavari (Except Mula and Pravara)
5137
3531
1210
4324 Normal
b) Mula and Pravara
2130
1352
1780
4011 Normal
2
Lower Godavari (D/s of Paithan Dam)
4778
1052
1387
2957 Deficit
3
Purna (Including Dudhana)
3316
1229
1048
2131 Deficit
4
Manjra
3770
1077
1252
2820 Deficit
5
Godavari-Sudha-Swarna
274
16
2283
4644 Normal
6
Painganga
5500
799
1512
3218 Normal
7
Wardha
5633
694
1517
3595 Normal
8
Middle Wainganga
10026
2172
1871
8293 Surplus
9
Lower Wainganga
a) Waiganga-Pranhita
6311
867
8009
17878 Abundant
b) Inchampalli
252
3
15750
42000 Abundant
c) Indravati
3753
3
13168
30024 Abundant
Godavari Basin
50880
12795
1756
4520 Normal
10
Purna (Tapi)
2536
598
645
1811 Deficit
11
Girna
1551
913
579
2122 Deficit
12
Panzra
529
186
743
3112 Normal
13
Middle Tapi
a) Tapi (Satpuda)
2868
829
1569
4091 Normal
b) Tapi (South)
1634
221
740
2241 Deficit
Tapi Basin
9118
2747
803
2444 Deficit
14
Narmada
580
24
3602
9063 Surplus
15
Upper Krishna (West)
a) North-West
18097
2512
4255
18317 Abundant
b) South-West
3227
6
6177
26024 Abundant
16
Upper Krishna (East)
a) Yerala
130
166
103
406 Highly Deficit
b) Agrani
87
49
335
791 Highly Deficit
17
Upper Bhima (Upto Ujjani)
7594
2103
1443
6768 Normal
18
Remaining Bhima
a) Neera
2812
1375
2027
5296 Normal
b) Downstream of Ujjani including Man
469
114
240
513 Highly Deficit
19
Sina-Bori-Benetura
1110
454
362
957 Highly Deficit
a) Sina
b) Bori-Benetura
506
102
760
1417 Highly Deficit
Krishna Basin
34032
6881
1827
6048 Normal
20
Damanganga-Par
4426
42
10691
29118 Abundant
21
North Konkan
21369
2602
1351
40243 Abundant
22
Middle Konkan
15116
260
11813
48761 Abundant
23
Vashisthi
5496
30
12854
35688 Abundant
24
South Konkan
a) Ratnagiri
11299
47
12485
34448 Abundant
b) Sindhudurg
7317
77
10697
25318 Abundant
25
Terekhol-Tillari
4187
18
15841
41870 Abundant
Basins of West Flowing Rivers in
Konkan
69210
3076
3497
37130 Abundant
Maharashtra
163820
25523
2076
7267 Normal
Note: 1) Figures shown in column No. 3 are as per Col. No.5 of the Statement 2.8.2.
2) Figures shown in Col No.4 are drawn from the tables titled ``Present Status of Projects'' in chapters of respective
sub-basins of Vol. II.
Reference Paragraph : 3.2.2
1
1

7

3.3 Sub-basinwise AvailableWater for Planned Use
3

Sub-basin Name of Sub-basin
No

1
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13

14

2
Upper Godavari (Upto Paithan Dam)
a) Godavari (Except Mula and Pravara)
b) Mula and Pravara
Lower Godavari (D/s of Paithan Dam)
Purna (Including Dudhana)
Manjra
Godavari-Sudha-Swarna
Painganga
Wardha
Middle Wainganga
Lower Wainganga
a) Waiganga-Pranhita
b) Inchampalli
c) Indravati
Godavari Basin
Purna (Tapi)
Girna
Panzra
Middle Tapi
a) Tapi (Satpuda)
b) Tapi (South)
Tapi Basin
Narmada

Annual
Allocated
Average
for use
Availability (Surface
water)

Availability : Mm
Additional Availability for use
Available
Ground
Addition/
Addition/
for
water
diminution
diminution
planned use
available by virtue of
as a
(4+5+6+7)
for
location of
result of
use
dividing
Interbasin
reservoir
transfer
5
6
7
8

3

4

5137
2130
4778
3316
3770
274
5500
5633
10026

5137
2130
1586
1954
1547
36
5333
2733
10167

1623
681
1117
43
210
213
657

2163

6311
252
3753
50880
2536
1551
529

2373
28
1161
34185
1506
921
314

539
61
260
5404
1149
738
201

233

2868
1634
9118
580

1704
970
5415
308

493
621
3202
35

-2163

355
-355
858
-44
-174
-666
-681

-233

0

0

-707
707

707

3329
1775
6230
2591
2490
79
4877
2265
10591
3145
89
1421
38882
3362
1659
515
2197
1591
9324
343
Continued---->

Sub-basin Name of Sub-basin
No

Annual
Allocated
Average
for use
Availability (Surface
water)

Additional Availability for use
Ground
Addition/
Addition/
water
diminution
diminution
available by virtue of
as a
for
location of
result of
use
dividing
Interbasin
reservoir
transfer
5
6
7

Available
for
planned use
(4+5+6+7)

2
3
4
8
Upper Krishna (West)
a) North-West
18097
7433
1011
-4052
4392
b) South-West
3227
245
139
384
16
Upper Krishna (East)
a) Yerala
130
65
275
1253
1593
b) Agrani
87
15
86
256
357
17
Upper Bhima (Upto Ujjani)
7594
5997
916
-1760
-1610
3543
18
Remaining Bhima
a) Neera
2812
1774
490
197
2461
b) Downstream of Ujjani including Man
469
186
752
1760
321
3019
19
Sina-Bori-Benetura
a) Sina
1110
910
737
432
2079
b) Bori-Benetura
506
193
244
91
528
Krishna Basin
34032
16818
4650
0
-3112
18356
20
Damanganga-Par
4426
4426
4426
21
North Konkan
21369
21369
521
21890
22
Middle Konkan
15116
15116
680
15796
23
Vashisthi
5496
5496
1911
7407
24
South Konkan
a) Ratnagiri
11299
11299
11299
b) Sindhudurg
7317
7317
7317
25
Terekhol-Tillari
4187
4187
4187
Basins of West Flowing Rivers in
Konkan
69210
69210
0
0
3112
72322
Maharashtra
163820
125936
13291
0
0
139227
Note : 1) Groundwater is not additive for sub-basins for which tribunal has allowed 100% water use(all waters). For sub-basins
where part area is allowed 100% water use and restriction is put for rest, corresponding proportional groundwater is added for
the latter area.
1
15

3
2) The field officers have planned water use of 20456 Mm (722.51 TMC) for various projects in sub-basins of Krishna Basin.

But the Krishna Tribunal has restricted the annual water use in that Basin to 16818 Mm 3 (594 TMC).
Therefore the availability as planned by the field officers is got reduced in proportion of (20456/16818) = 0.822
3) Detailed genesis of the account presented in this Statement is contained in the Appendix 3.5.1.
Reference paragraph: 3.5.2

3.4 Categarisation of Sub-basins According to Natural Water Availability and Special Features of Regulation

Sub-basin
No

Planning Group/
of Sub-basins

1
I)
16 a)

2
Highly Deficit Area
Upper Krishna (East)
a) Yerala

16 b)

Upper Krishna (East)
b) Agrani
Remaining Bhima
b) Downstream of Ujjani-including
Man
Sina-Bori-Benetura
a) Sina
Sina-Bori-Benetura
b) Bori-Benetura
Deficit Area
Lower Godavari (D/s of Paithan Dam)
Purna (Including Dudhana)
Manjra
Purna (Tapi)
Girna
Middle Tapi a) Satpuda
Normal Area
Upper Godavari (Upto Paithan Dam)
a )Godavari (Except Mula and Pravara)

18 b)

19 a)
19 b)
II)
2
3
4
10
11
13 a)
III)
1 a)

1 b)
5
6
7
12
13 a)
17
18 a)
IV
8
14

Upper Godavari (Upto Paithan Dam)
b) Mula and Pravara
Godavari-Sudha-Swarna
Painganga
Wardha
Panzra
Middle Tapi a) Satpuda
Upper Bhima (Upto Ujjani)
Remaining Bhima
a) Neera
Surplus Area
Middle Wainganga
Narmada

Geographical Area: Thousand km2
Culturable Command Area : Lakh ha
Population: Lakh
Proposed Special features of Regulation

Geographical
Area

Culturable
Command Area

Population
(1991)

3
32.20

4
28.62

5
72.06

6
Need of economically viable Interbasin transfers Sanction
to drip irrigation and less water intensive crops only. Perennials
barring horticulture be totally forbidden. Less water intensive
economic activities be promoted.

88.06

73.69

184.34

Reappraisal of cropping pattern and promotion of less
water intensive crops and drip irrigation.

101.47

75.78

221.04

Need to emphasise on reuse of water. Groundwater
supported perennial crops may be allowed exceptionally.

22.49

12.73

55.20

In block system of irrigation blanket permision to perennials.

Sub-basin
No
1
V)
9 a)

Planning Group/
of Sub-basins

Geographical
Area

Culturable
Command Area

Population
(1991)

2
3
4
5
Abundant Area
63.20
34.60
256.58
Lower Wainganga
a) Waiganga-Pranhita
9 b)
Lower Wainganga
b) Inchampalli
9 c)
Lower Wainganga
c) Indrawati
15 a)
Upper Krishna (West)
a) North-West
15 b)
Upper Krishna (West)
b) South-West
20
Damanganga - Par
21
North Konkan
22
Middle Konkan
23
Vashisthi
24 a)
South Konkan
a) Ratnagiri
24 b)
South Konkan
b) Sindhudurg
25
Terekhol-Tillari
Maharashtra
307.42
225.42
789.22
Note : Categorisation of sub-basins into planning groups is on the basis of naturally available quantum of water.
Per ha Availability ( m3)
Planning Group
I Highly Deficit Area
Below 1500
II Deficit Area
1501-3000
III Normal Area
3001-8000
IV Surplus Area
8001-12000
V Abundant Area
Over 12000
Reference paragraph: 3.2.4

Proposed Special features of Regulation

6
Liberal planning of water use. High water intensive
industrial projects/ nuclear plants/ thermal power generation be
promoted.

3.5 Sub-basinwise Status of Projects
3

Live Storage: Mm
Water use: Mm3
Irrigation Potential: ha
Sub-basin
No.

Sub-basin

1
1

2
Upper Godavari (Upto Paithan Dam) a
)Godavari (Except Mula and Pravara)
b) Mula and Pravara
Lower Godavari
Purna (Including Dudhana)
Manjra
Godavari-Sudha-Swarna
Painganga
Wardha
Middle Wainganga
Lower Wainganga
a) Waiganga-Pranhita
b) Inchampalli
c) Indravati
Godavari Basin
Purna (Tapi)
Girna
Panzra
Middle Tapi
a) Tapi-Satpuda
b) Tapi (South)
Tapi Basin
Narmada
Upper Krishna (West)
a) West-North
b) West-South
Upper Krishna (East)
a) Yerala
b) Agrani
Upper Bhima (Upto Ujjani)
Remaining Bhima
a) Neera
b) Downstream of Ujjani-including Man
Sina-Bori-Benetura
Krishna Basin
Damanganga-Par
North Konkan
Middle Konkan
Vashisthi
South Konkan
a) Ratnagiri
b) Sindhudurg
Terekhol-Tillari
Basins of West Flowing Rivers in
Konkan
Maharashtra

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13

14
15

16

17
18

19

20
21
22
23
24
25

3

Completed projects
Live
Water
Storage
Use
4
5

15

Total
Live
Water
Storage
Use
16
17

86

906.90

1237.25

144755

27

694.1

840.09

80266

12

107.13

142.44

16070

125

1708.13

2219.78

241091

36
315
235
704
8
309
419
179

1022.76
2852.00
1180.47
770.66
13.32
798.46
565.19
2338.38

1351.77
3345.33
1228.98
1077.24
15.26
798.46
693.56
2171.60

123679
327682
120127
138069
3257
114522
108587
287305

13
118
96
345
2
85
174
52

270.22
185.00
534.22
563.72
8.83
1691.61
1165.88
1653.37

357.60
462.00
637.00
577.27
9.63
1691.61
1681.65
2590.83

73175
49949
66541
88949
1109
220030
247940
311192

7
72
52
84
4
249
319
127

16.87
71.00
5.00
17.00
6.17
1428.35
197.56
662.94

21.09
88.00
6.00
20.00
7.45
1428.35
514.48
2174.14

3621
12949
1972
4791
1029
162886
74230
215502

56
505
383
1133
14
643
912
358

1310
3108
1720
1351
28
3918
1928.63
4655

1730
3895
1872
1675
32
3918
2889.69
6937

200475
390580
188640
231809
5395
497438
430757
813999

4472
4
14
6781
332
64
75

176.92
2.035
1.347
10628.45
597.698
584.8
200.741

866.7
2.754
2.694
12791.59
597.698
912.787
186.414

139992
612
507
1509094
82968
107054
22240

230
0
3
1145
89
20
5

359.295
0.18
0.546
7126.98
422.428
41.86
148.06

605.59
0.36
9.211
9462.83
422.428
142.191
145.49

109759
60
2029
1250999
64608
30067
15244

434
3
1
1364
67
39
23

467.594
2.56
0
2982.17
1296.534
0
23.78

1474.465
31.21
2.895
5910.52
1296.534
125.401
23.78

179514
2424
250
675238
182301
16755
4646

5136
7
18
9290
488
123
103

1004
4.775
1.893
20738
2316.66
626.66
372.581

2947
34.324
14.8
28165
2316.66
1180.379
355.684

429265
3096
2786
3435331
329877
153876
42130

109
87
667
122

829.158
221
2433.40
24.11

829.158
221
2747.06
24.11

90737
42236
345235
7688

83
39
236
4

133.476
669
1414.82
1.12

133.476
669
1512.59
1.12

23794
71957
205670
251

78
65
272
319

649.528
631
2600.84
181.53

649.528
837
2932.24
181.53

81786
72228
357716
27441

270
191
1175
445

1612.162
1521
6449
207

1612.162
1727
7192
207

196317
186421
908621
35380

38
6

3076.34
9.03

2511.593
5.63

50675
1446

32
20

3399.377
229.14

3938.508
219.52

424981
27319

7
16

72.718
1964.33

66.527
78.27

8205
12313

77
42

6548
2202.5

6517
303.42

483861
41078

450
184
124

170.98
46.47
1827.03

165.56
49.01
2102.71

43011
7220
87636

44
15
80

0.00
4.90
3981.76

1072.15
239.80
3072.19

141099
22998
375561

32
3
45

4.38
0.00
53.79

41.18
0.08
56.03

9186
33
6614

526
202
249

175
51
5862.58

1279
289
5230.93

193296
30251
469811

72
67
152
1093
49
307
67
88

1131.79
250.1
522.53
7034.27
41.84
1177.71
259.89
16.32

1375.27
113.98
555.86
6879.61
41.84
1177.71
259.89
29.79

143485
50887
108289
492649
3186
18524
14064
2127

31
33
105
360
66
70
35
62

394.02
1576.78
352.83
9938.81
63.18
1476.88
196.12
101.48

657.95
3039.37
711.99
12951.48
63.18
1476.88
196.12
101.85

83177
294644
149172
1518951
4367
53611
9950
6985

34
34
190
361
58
149
149
106

117
32.34
175.55
2420.11
1550.11
4091.06
326.69
80.54

181.34
98.37
210.10
731.90
1325.25
4091.06
326.69
86.88

17792
9032
23110
86285
21260
83380
21121
4916

137
134
447
1814
173
526
251
256

1642.81
1859.22
1051
19393
1655
6745.65
782.7
198

2214.56
3251.72
1478
20563
1430
6745.65
782.7
219

244454
354563
280571
2097885
28813
155515
45135
14028

142
247
50.00

30.095
39.867
10.84

47.09
77.392
17.69

3568
6334
1478

76
124
29

139.91
526.726
467.66

140.101
525.384
453.42

7675
31478
7169

111
54
8

225.093
238.785
153.51

214.692
240.262
140.98

14595
17984
9805

329
425
87

395
805
632

402
843
612

25838
55796
18452

950
9613

1576.57
21696.79

1651.40
24093.77

49281
2403947

462
2207

2971.96
21453.69

2956.94
26884.95

121235
3097106

635
2951

6665.79
14850.44

6425.81
16182.00

173061
1319741

2047
14771

11214
58001

11034
67161

343577
6820794

No

Irrigation
Potential
6

No
7

Projects under construction
Live
Water
Irrigation
Storage
Use
Potential
8
9
10

No
11

Projects planned in future
Live
Water
Irrigation
Storage
Use
Potential
12
13
14

No

Irrigation
Potential
18

3.6 Projects held up due to land with the Forest Department-Its effect on
creation of irrigation potential & Hydro-electricity generation
Sub-basinwise Status
A) Projects in the State
Nos.
Potential
Sub-basin
HydroHydroIrrigation
Sr.No.
electric Irrigation
electricity
projects
projects
generation
(Mw)
(ha)
6
1 2
3
4
5
1 Upper Godavari
6
--1,37,000
2 Painganga
13
--3,60,000
3 Wardha
15
--65,000
4 Middle Wainganga
67
--1,15,000
5 Lower Wainganga
12
--82,000
6 Purna (Tapi)
7
1
1,06,000
400
7 Girna
3
--700
8 Panzra
1
--6,000
9 Middle Tapi
10
--1,81,000
10 Upper Krishna (West)
23
--2,00,000
11 Upper Krishna (East)
2
--80,000
12 Upper Bhima
8
--3,85,000
13 Remaining Bhima
4
--77,000
14 Sina-Bori-Benetura
1
--300
15 Damanganga-par
2
--1,200
16 North Konkan
22
1
1,13,000
250
17 Middle Konkan
8
--4,000
18 South Konkan
3
--17,000
19 Terekhol- Tillari
2
--2,200
Total
209
2
19,32,400
650

Sr.
No.

Project

1

N.B.

B) Interstate Projects
Irrigation potential (ha)
Maharashtra / others
2

1
2
3
4

Bhopalpattnam
Inchampalli
Kharia Gutighat
Maraknar

5
6
7
8

Nibra
Nugur
Bandiya
Kodur
Total

3
11,000 / 1,84,000
77,804 / 70,037
-

Hydro-electricity
generation (Mw)
Maharashtra / others
4
550 / 450
431 / 544
30 / 75 (in all)

100
250
Not available
89,157 / 2,54,037
Total: 3,43,191

Information on irrigation potential of a few projects out of the total 211 mentioned
under (A) above is not available.

250 (in all)
Not available
100 (inall)
2,430 (in all)

3.7 Ultimate Irrigation Potential of Maharashtra
A) Surface Water
Potential Lakh ha
56
1 Area under irrigation through surface storages (after deducting
water required for non-irrigation uses)
2 Rainfed area benefited by irrigation through wells in project
8
commands ( as per the Fifth Groundwater Estimation Report)
3 Area under effluent irrigation through reuse of domestic and
industrial waste water
4 Additional area that can possibly be brought under irrigtion on
account of 15 lakh ha proposed to be covered thorugh modern
irrigation methods out of the abov irrigated area combinedly
5 Additional area brought under irrigation through wells in commands
benefited by flow irrigation
6 Increase in irrigation on account of improved irrigation practices
'TOTAL:(A)

3
5

8
5
85

B) Groundwater
1 Total area in Maharashtra brought under irrigation through
groundwater is 41 lakh ha. Out of this, 1 lakh ha area is catered
through groundwater from project commands and the remaining
outside (I t is inference-based. Presently this statistics lacks
corroboration from field obsevations. No method of precisely
delineating the irrigation area catered through groundwater is yet
evolved.)
There are two parts:
a) Irrigation likely to be achieved through completing watershed
development works (25% of 98 lakh ha area to be covered by
watershed development activities)

24

b) Groundwater supported irrigation from area where watershed
development works cannot possibly be undertaken
2 Increase in irrigation as a result of saving in water due to adoption
of modern irrigation methods (an area about 20 lakh ha outside the
project commands would likely be covered under this)

9

3 Increase in area on account of improved irrigation practices in areas
outside the project commands
TOTAL(B):
TOTAL (A) & (B)
Gross area likely to be benefited as a reult of scientific irrigation
management (assuming 90% irrigation intensity)
Ultimate Irrigation Potential

7

1
41
126

140

3.8 Requirement of Energy for Irrigation
(Broad Spectrum)
Sr.No. Particulars
Present Status
Projection
(1998)
(2030)
1
2
3
4

5
6

25 lakh
80 lakh
No. of Agricultural pumps
Capacity required for total
12500 Mw
40000 Mw
agricultural pumps
Capacity required considering
2000 Mw
8000 Mw
the loadshading
Area irrigated by lifting water
20 lakh ha
66 lakh ha
with 25 lakh of agricutural
pump
A) Area under drip irrigation
1.20 lakh ha
B) Area under Sprinkler
0.50 lakh ha
35 lakh ha
irrigation
Annual utilisation of electric
15000 M units 60000 M units
energy
Capital investment for
Rs. 4000 crore Rs. 9000
generating electrcity by lifting
crore(additional)
water
(Rs. 20000/ha)

3.9 Capital Mobilisation and debt repayments by the Irrigation Development Corporations
Rs in crore
Year
Average budgetory provision Average debt mobilisation Budgetory provision & debt repayments
Balance debt
Yearly
Cumutative
Yearly Cumutative
Yearly
Cumutative after repayments
1996-97
700
700
720
720
700
700
1997-98
925
1625
970
1690
925
1625
1998-99
1100
2725
1425
3115
1100
2725
99-2000
1230
3955
1685
4800
1230
3955
2000-01
1230
5185
1685
6485
1230
5185
2001-02
530
5715
965
7450
1250
6435
6730
2002-03
530
6245
965
8415
1500
7935
6725
2003-04
495
6740
890
9305
1920
9855
6190
2004-05
495
7235
890
10195
2180
12035
5395
2005-06
495
7730
890
11085
2180
14215
4600
2006-07
495
8225
890
11975
1460
15675
4525
2007-08
270
8495
640
12615
1235
16910
4200
2008-09
130
8625
260
12875
1020
17930
3570
2009-10
890
18820
2680
2010-11
890
19710
1790
2011-12
890
20600
900
2012-13
640
21240
260
2013-14
260
21500
0
Note: Interest accruable from Corporations is disregarded (Interest repayment being payable from the Corporation's income)
Source: Ordinances of respective Irrigation Development Corporations.
Reference Paragraph: 13.4.25

3.10 Water Availability and Use
Sub
Basin
No
1

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13

14
15

16

17
18

19

20
21
22
23
24

25

Sub-basin

2

Upper Godavari (Upto Paithan Dam)
a) Godavari (Except Mula and Pravara)
b) Mula and Pravara
Lower Godavari (D/s if Paithan dam)
Purna (Including Dudhana)
Manjra
Godavari-Sudha-Swarna
Painganga
Wardha
Middle Wainganga
Lower Wainganga
a) Waiganga-Pranhita
b) Inchampalli
c) Indravati
Godavari Basin
Purna (Tapi)
Girna
Panzra
Middle Tapi
a) Tapi (Satpuda)
b) Tapi (South)
Tapi Basin
Narmada
Upper Krishna (West)
a) North-West
b) South-West
Upper Krishna (East)
a) Yerala
b) Agrani
Upper Bhima (Upto Ujjani)
Remaining Bhima
a) Neera
b) Downstream of Ujjani including Man
Sina-Bori-Benetura
a) Sina
b) Bori-Benetura
Krishna Basin
Damanganga-Par
North Konkan
Middle Konkan
Vashisthi
South Konkan
a) Ratnagiri
b) Sindhudurg
Terekhol-Tillari
Basins of West Flowing Rivers in
Konkan
Maharashtra

Water Availability & Use : Mm3
Annual
Useable
Available
Domestic use
Average Groundwater
water
Availability
for
1996
planned use Urban
Rural
Total
3

4

5

6

7

8

5137
2130
4778
3316
3770
274
5500
5633
10026

1066.0
398.0
1623.0
1238.0
1117.0
43.0
1592.0
1493.0
1974.0

3329
1775
6230
2591
2490
79
4877
2265
10591

96.20
3.26
40.30
30.90
25.60

55.20
24.00
58.20
56.20
55.00
2.60
67.00
59.90
66.90

151.40
27.26
98.50
87.10
80.60
2.60
94.10
108.70
197.60

6311
252
3753
50880.0
2536
1551
529

844.0
61.0
286.0
11735.0
1149.0
738.0
201.0

3145
89
1421
38882.0
3362
1659
515

15.80
0.40
6.96
468.16
56.00
38.90
9.30

18.60
0.40
6.96
873.82
129.90
88.40
25.90

2868
1634
9118.0
9118

493.0
621.0
3202.0
35.0

2197
1591
9324.0
9324

10.10
21.60
171.70

34.90
39.30
178.40
3.50

45.00
60.90
350.10
3.50

18097
3227

1010.0
139.0

4392
384

57.30
0.90

70.10
11.00

127.40
11.90

130
87
7594

275.0
86.0
916.0

1593
357
3543

25.30
158.20

17.50
5.70
55.30

42.80
5.70
213.50

2812
469

490.0
752.0

2461
3019

5.20
6.70

27.60
39.80

32.80
46.50

1110
506
34032.0
4426
21369
15116
5496

736.0
244.0
4648.0
75.0
346.0
133.0
57.0

2079
528
18356.0
4426
21890
15796
7407

62.80
4.10
320.50
796.50
2.50
1.80

42.90
12.10
282.00
9.10
48.90
26.40
8.40

105.70
16.20
602.50
9.10
845.40
28.90
10.20

11299
7317
4187

98.0
124.0
48.0

11299
7317
4187

4.40
1.50
0.90

17.80
14.10
5.30

22.20
15.60
6.20

69210.0
172358.0

881.0
20501.0

27.10
48.80
130.70
2.80

405.66
73.90
49.50
16.60

72322.0 807.60 130.00 937.60
148208.0 1705.46 1062.06 2767.52
Statement 3.10 continued

Sub
Basin
No
1

Domestic use

Water Availability & Use : Mm3
Livestock use
Irrigation Use
1996
1996
2030
Surface Ground
Total
water
Water

Urban

2030
Rural

Total

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

363.80
9.27
135.38
108.65
91.96

100.98
43.92
106.56
102.82
100.58
4.82
96.76 122.54
96.58 109.61
300.31 122.50

464.78
53.19
241.94
211.47
192.54
4.82
219.30
206.19
422.81

41.1
17.0
43.5
40.5
37.6
2.0
51.7
49.4
54.7

55.0
22.7
58.1
54.1
50.2
2.7
69.1
66.1
73.1

1237.0
1351.0
3345.0
1229.0
1077.0
15.0
799.0
694.0
2172.0

749.0
251.0
441.0
521.0
430.0
10.0
298.0
539.0
236.0

1986.0
1602.0
3786.0
1750.0
1507.0
25.0
1097.0
1233.0
2408.0

7.58

28.95
36.53
0.64
0.64
12.08
12.08
855.99 2066.28
102.50 293.22
71.19 193.90
17.10
50.32

15.9
0.4
8.5
362.2
39.6
29.0
6.4

21.2
867.0
0.6
3.0
11.4
3.0
484.3 12792.0
52.9
598.0
38.7
913.0
8.6
186.0

19.0
886.0
3.0
6.0
2.0
5.0
3499.0 16291.0
332.0
930.0
383.0 1296.0
90.0
276.0

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13

14
15

1210.29
190.71
122.71
33.22

20.98 63.80
36.83 71.91
404.45 326.50
6.46

84.78
108.74
730.95
6.46

23.9
27.1
125.9
2.4

31.9
36.2
168.4
3.2

829.0
221.0
2747.0
24.0

220.0
228.0
1253.0
3.0

1049.0
449.0
4000.0
27.0

118.98 128.32
1.46 20.08

247.30
21.54

39.0
5.9

52.1
7.8

2511.0
6.0

343.0
67.0

2854.0
73.0

85.02
10.44
644.41

10.5
3.5
34.6

14.0
4.7
46.2

165.0
49.0
2103.0

191.0
64.0
459.0

356.0
113.0
2562.0

64.21
85.13

16.4
23.5

21.9
31.4

1375.0
114.0

316.0
410.0

1691.0
524.0

158.86 78.57 237.43
10.59 22.20
32.79
912.06 516.21 1428.26
16.62
16.62
1692.65 89.53 1782.18
6.72 48.30
55.02
4.44 15.34
19.78

28.3
8.0
169.4
6.8
32.5
16.8
5.5

37.8
10.6
226.5
9.2
43.5
22.4
7.4

556.0
6879.0
42.0
1178.0
260.0
30.0

435.0
138.0
2423.0
2.0
28.0
8.0
3.0

991.0
138.0
9302.0
44.0
1206.0
268.0
33.0

39.40
27.64
10.96

11.8
9.4
3.4

15.7
12.6
4.6

47.0
77.0
17.0

12.0
16.0
5.0

59.0
93.0
22.0

1713.68 237.93 1951.60
4240.47 1943.09 6183.57

86.3
746.3

16
52.98

17
18

32.04
10.44
543.19 101.22
13.78
12.21

50.43
72.91

19

20
21
22
23
24

25

6.80
1.86
1.20

32.60
25.78
9.76

115.4 1651.0
74.0 1725.0
997.8 24093.0 7252.0 31345.0
Statement 3.10 continued

Sub
Irrigation Use
Basin
2030
No Surface Ground
Total
water
Water
1

17

18

19

2220.0
1730.0
3895.0
1872.0
1675.0
32.0
3918.0
2890.0
6937.0

1066.0
398.0
1623.0
1238.0
1117.0
43.0
1592.0
1493.0
1974.0

Water Availability & Use : Mm3
Hydro power Use Thermal Power use Industrial Use
Total Use
1996
2030
1996
2030 1996 2030
1996
2030

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

3286.0
2128.0
5518.0
3110.0
2792.0
75.0
5510.0
4383.0
8911.0

40.0
0.0
30.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
100.0
80.0

62.0
0.0
52.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
103.0
100.0

34.1
6.0
9.9
3.0
3.0
0.2
3.0
80.0
49.2

219.8
12.5
39.3
93.1
24.8
0.2
17.9
187.8
73.5

2252.6
1652.3
3968.3
1880.6
1628.1
29.8
1245.7
1571.2
2789.5

4087.6
2216.4
5909.8
3468.7
3059.6
82.7
5816.3
4946.1
9580.4

2947.0
844.0 3791.0
34.0
61.0
95.0
15.0
286.0
301.0
28165.0 11735.0 39900.0
2317.0 1149.0 3466.0
1180.0
738.0 1918.0
356.0
201.0
557.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
250.4
2.2
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
317.5
12.0
0.0
0.0

3.2
0.0
0.0
191.5
2.5
8.4
3.0

9.3
0.0
0.0
678.2
698.2
24.6
13.9

923.7
6.8
20.5
17969.0
1104.2
1421.8
311.3

3858.1
96.2
324.5
43446.2
4522.4
2175.3
629.8

0.0
18.0
20.2

0.0
163.0
175.0

11.9
9.3
35.0
0.0

13.5
15.7
766.0
0.0

1129.7
564.3
4531.3
32.9

2235.2
2671.6
12234.3
251.7

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

23.2
1.6

92.9
9.3

4954.6
92.3

11830.4
480.6

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

6.0
0.2
76.5

63.2
0.2
153.8

415.2
122.4
4087.5

1716.2
390.3
8191.4

15.6
1.9

47.8
18.3

1755.8
595.9

2838.9
4138.7

12.6
26.3
0.7
3.7
138.2 415.4
0.0
0.0
796.5 1116.5
67.8 192.8
4.9
44.7

1137.5
162.9
13324.1
59.9
2881.3
381.5
53.6

2515.5
291.2
32393.2
1530.8
10036.1
1186.3
347.9

98.8
119.5
31.7

587.5
1012.5
678.8

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13

14
15

1612.0
1727.0
7192.0
207.0

493.0 2105.0
621.0 2348.0
3202.0 10394.0
35.0
242.0

8517.0
303.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1010.0
139.0

9527.0 1911.0
442.0

1911.0

1279.0
289.0
5230.0

275.0
86.0
916.0

1554.0
375.0
6146.0 1201.0

2215.0
3252.0

490.0
752.0

2705.0
4004.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

736.0 2214.0
244.0
244.0
4648.0 27211.0 3112.0
75.0 1505.0
346.0 7091.0
133.0
916.0
57.0
276.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.9
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.9
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

16

17
18

1201.0

19
1478.0

20
21
22
23
24

25

22563.0
1430.0
6745.0
783.0
219.0
402.0
843.0
612.0

98.0
124.0
48.0

500.0
967.0
660.0

3112.0

5.8
1.5
0.1

32.3
5.2
3.3

11034.0
881.0 11915.0
0.0
0.0
0.9
2.9 876.6 1394.8
3626.4 15379.7
69161.0 20501.0 89662.0 3112.0 3112.0
271.5
495.4 1241.3 3254.4
39483.7 103705.0
Notes: 1) The water requirement for non-irrigation use (drinking water, industrial use etc.) will have to be doub
reserved to account for the losses due to transit, evaporation and miscellaneous causes.
' 2) About 70% demand of domestic water will be fulfilled from groundwater.
' 3) The figures shown in Col. No.3 & 5 are as per Statement 3.5.1.
4) The figure shown in Col No.4 are arrived at by considering 65% of annual recharge.
Sources: 1) Drinking water -Master Plan of Maharashtra Jeevan Pradhikaran.
2) Live Stock : Livestock Census-1992. Department of Animal Husbundry,
3) Irrigation : Information received from the Irrigation Department.
Reference Paragraph No. : 10.1.8

3.11 Funding Needs for Creation of Additional Irrigation Potential
During the coming 30 Years

Sr. Item
No.
1

2

Rs.: crore, Irrigation potential : lakh ha
Targeted Budgetory Bank loan / Total
Irrigation
completion provision
Seed
funds Potential
duration
capital
required
to be
(4+5)
created
3

4

5

6

7

1 Irrigation Department
20
15600
10400
26000
23.00
a) Major & medium projects
10
2400
1600
4000
3.00
b) Minor projects (9.3.7)
18000
12000
30000
26.00
Total (a+b)
c) Enhancing utilisation of
irrigation potential in respect
10
375
375
750
--projects (9.3.8)
d) Repairs to ex- malgujari
3
98
--98
--tanks(9.3.9)
e) Drainage schemes for damaged
3
11
11
22
--area (9.3.15)
18484
12386
30870
26.00
Total ( a+b+c+d+e)
2 Agriculture Department
a) Watershed development
10
6348
--6348
8.25
programme (9.3.13)
b) Adoption of drip and sprinkler
30
7750
5250
13000
12.00
methods of irrigation (9.3.10)
c) Drainage schemes for area
20
97
96
193
--damaged (9.3.15)
14195
5346
19541
20.25
Total (a+b+c)
3 New Wells with Pumps
a) New wells with pumps @ Rs
60,000 per well for 13.71 lakh
20
--8225
8225
20.00
wells (9.3.12)
b) Cost of electric power
generation for pumps @ Rs 30000
20
4115
--4115
--per well (9.3.12)
4115
8225
12340
20.00
Total (a+b)
4 Recycling of water used for
domestic purposes in urban areas
30
--4478
4478
3.00
(9.3.14)
Total( 1+2+3+4)
--36794
30435
67229
69.25
Note: Numbers indicated in brackets in Column No.2 refer to related paragraphs.
Inference: In order to create an additional irrigation potential of 69.25 lakh ha in the coming 30 years
period in the State, funding required will be of the order of Rs. 68 thousand crore. Out of this
Rs. 37 thousand crores will have to be made availablethrough the budgetory provision of the
Government. while Rs.31 thousand crore through institutional finance.
Reference Paragraph No. : 9.3.16

